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AS sponsors food drive this week :
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WHAT IS

ORGANIC

COFFEE?

Coffee is the second most traded commodity in the world-and it is damaging
our planet. That's because commercial
coffee is also one of the world's most spra yed crops,
and its
fields are encroaching on thousands of acres of virgin
rain forest.

Organic coffee, however, is grown without the dangerous
pesticides and chemical fertilizers that are commonly used on
large, commercial plantations. Instead, it is grown sustainably,

with attention paid to the health of people and the environment.
To find out more, visit www.sacred-grounds.com

NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS AT WINE JOWS CAFE
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Members of Theatre of the Oppressed were unable to speak or give their names while on the U.C. Quad Nov. 6.

diversity, racism

SE.

vocalizes

Week

Dialogue on race aims to eliminate stereotypes, ignorance
LUMBERJACK STAFF-—

~

iscussions concerning diversity and

|

rance and fear are the two driving forces of rac-

gan, MultiCultural Center program and outreach
coordinator. “There is a systematic racism within

ALLEn

racism ran rampant during HSU’s

fourth annual “Campus Week of Dia-

logue on Race.”
The week began with a lecture from Maya
Angelou, poet, author and civil rights activist. It
ended: with the fifth annual “Purposeful Asian

Dinner.”
The week also included discussions, movie dia-

logues and special guests — such as Bei Dao, a
Chinese poet.
“It’s about breaking the silence,” said Marylyn

Paik-Nicely, MultiCultural Center director. “When

we start to talk and share our experiences, people
begin to realize we have a problem on this cam-

pus.”
“The goal is that if we can learn about each

other as people, we can break down the racial |bar-

and miove beyond the stereotypes; “ishe-gaid. “
t
=
--“It’s not just-a local prebles:,” said. Keion.Mor-. ~

ism and separation.”
“Things aren’t going to change unless we put an

the United States.”

effort into changing ourselves,” said Tatianna Bradley, a nursing sophomore. “We must change together and understand each other.”

We need to understand the causes of the structural limitations concerning people of colos, he
said during the “Hip Hop & Social Justice” workshop Tuesday.
Issac Carter, MultiCultural Center new student
program director, and Morgan led an open discussion concerning the social injustices several rap
artists express in their music.
“These issues have some resounding effects,”
Carter said. “Everyone has their own views, so we
want to refrain from personal attacks during the
discussion.”
After the rap lyrics ended, all participants were
asked to share opinions and observations of the

- Angelou’ s performance reflected Bradley’ 's con-

cerns.
Every person is a composer, Angelou said. Every one has the grace to compose their community and their nation, because they have the ability to compose themselves.
“All the Adams and Eves, of all backgrounds,
built this nation,” she said.“Somehow I think if
we can digest this knowledge we are liberat
Students were encouraged to discuss the issues
that pertain to racial differences during the “Let's
Talk About ...” activity Thursday.
Carter said the activity was an open dialogue to
share personal experiences, but it was closed for
outside discussions.

artists’ words.
The discussion focused on the need for education, the horrors of police’brutality, classism and
the limitations of minorities.

seat
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Race: Recognizing diversity focus of week

“Latinos are very much influenced by [Ik

ing in China and how it was difficult to
get his writings out.

erant because they are different. Differ-

“His poems were transmitted by people

ences enrich everyone.”
Amoussou stressed these differences

copying by hand because he was persecuted,” Mann said. “He gave that feeling
that he hasn’t lost that vision in his po-

through the diversity of music and dance

~

differences to enrich ourselyes,” he said.

American traditions,” Roshan said.
-

“The goal is to share the music, share
the cultures and share the feelings of the

Roshan, international studies junior.
“However, the meaning of the poems were
altered after the translation. “I was also enlightened by the Native

|

ae

after translated into English,” said Kathy

ee,

& Dance” program Friday. The event included North African, Middle Eastern
and Cuban dance — as well as music from
across the world.

eee

ems since he’s been in the United States.”
“The poems have the same flow even

.in the “Celebrating Diversity with Music

el.

One tradition was about parents transforming into large hill so they could look
over the entire valley, she said. This was
-so the children would behave because

duced music and dancing into its pro-

PHOTO BY
Mine
Keuy

their ancestors are watching their every
move.

—-

—

gram.

‘
ee ger ce oarSee

ferent — being different, can be very enriching,” he said. “People can be more tol-

ee,

Guest speaker Bei Dao spoke about liv-

ee

“It’s not just the problem of being dif-

SS

The International Literature Festival
had a great turnout too, Mann said.

- ognized all year long.

beat.”
Latinos Unidos of Humboldt also intro-

ee

professor.
He said these differences should be rec-

ee

“The salsa lessons were the most popular activity,” he said.

Amoussou, computing science assistant

See

States is very diverse, said Guy-Alain

“In music, you don’t see the differences,
you feel and enjoy the differences in the

eee

monalities of the Latin culture are language, food and music.”

People need to realize that the United

_

Ryan Mann, environmental

systems graduate. “The three major com-

Oe’. « Mee). ae

music,” said

in

to discuss concerns freely, while counselors mediated the event.

ee
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JMC 150 - Desktop Publishing
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JMC 499 - Digital Audio Techniques
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The Lumberjack
130,000 active and re-

tired state civil-service and CSU system

The administrative reporting line of the Intercollegiate

~ Athletics program will
be reassigned to the vice president for
student affairs starting Jan. 1,
President Alistair McCrone reported in a press release last
week.

After the findings of the

Committee to Examine the Role
~ef Athletics in Relation to the

Mission of HSU formed by
Charlotte Stokes, vice president for academic affairs, were
reviewed by the Academic Sen-

ate and the Joint Council,
McCrone decided the change
was necessary.
However, no changes are
planned for the program’s
main components.
Steven Butler, the vice president for student affairs, will
now coordinate with Stokes to

transfer relevant resources and
personnel before Jan. 1.
Butler has experience in administration of intercollegiate
athletics at two other universities.
McCrone expressed optimism about Butler’s value to
the program.

Students earn units
in Costa Rica
Students can earn as many as
16 units by leaving the country.

They can also learn appropriate technology and community
development through service
learning.
Allof this is available by registering for a semester in Costa
Rica.

For more information, conKymber

Mayberry

at

klm15@humboldt.edu or the
International Development
Technology Club through the
Clubs and Activities Office in
the U.C. South Lounge.

ulty Association and the CSU,
CSEA and the CSU have stalled
in negotiations over contracts
and declared an impasse.
CSEA represents more than

Members of the HSU community can sell their wares at

the Winter Crafts Fair.
The fair runs Dec. 7 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the U.C. South

After seven years of growth,

student enrollement at CSU has
reached a record total of 388,734
students.
Although the CSU had antici-

Associated

Students

is ac-

cepting donations of canned

food to assist families in need
in Humboldt County.

Donations should be nonperishable and can be dropped off
at the AS office in the University Center or any of the red
barrels on campus until Friday.

tion brought this fall’s enrollment to unexpected highs.
Campuses reporting the largest increases are San Diego
State, CSU Northridge, CSU
Long Beach, CSU Fullerton,
San Jose State University, CSU
Sacramento and Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo.

Lounge.
.
Contact Lisa Scheeler at the
Clubs and Activities Office or
at 826-3776 to register or for
more information.

Meeting planned for
wannabe HOPs |
Students who are interested

in becoming Humboldt Orientation Program counselors
should come to the informational meeting on Nov. 27 at 7

p.m.
The meeting is in the Klamath River Room in the Jolly.
Giant Commons.
Those who aren’t able to attend can stop by the HOP table

3

in the U.C. Quad this week during lunch hours or call 826-3510.

OPEN “TILL 2 AM
Twursay — Frioay — Sarueoay
1034 6 Street © Arcata
8221927
516 F Steeer © Eurex
268¢8082

Campus recycling
joins national day
The Campus Recycling Program presents America Recycles Day activities on the U.C.

Quad on Thursday.
Music, Food Not Waste and
information will be on hand
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

aware of location

Wed

sat

Sun

1

707

445

|

5

2Gve

Geography Awareness week
is in full swing this week and
runs until Friday.
There will be talks and slide
shows tonight and Thursday in
Founders Hall rooms 125 and
118, and “Walk on the World!”
is Friday at 1 p.m. in the East

Gym. All events are sponsored
-by the HSU Geographic Society.
For more information,
at
Hyatt
Kenna
contact
or
t.edu
mbold
01@hu
kkh70
www. humboldt.edu/
‘visit

~geograph.

AS collecting for
eanned food drive

‘pated the increase, the state’s
slowing economy and return of
many students
to higher educa-

Chancellor’s office
expecting visitors
The California State Employees Association plans to picket
the CSU chancellor's office in
Long Beach on Wednesday in
support of union bargaining
teams.
CSU employees, staff, faculty,
labor unions and students will

nk

5

athletics passed on

As with the California Fac-
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attend the event.

Winter fair agaks
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D clips
Monday, Nov. 5
1:02.a.m. A Cypress
Hall resi-

Tuesday, Nov. 6
9:03 a.m. A potted plant was

dent reported her portable ste-

reported stolen from outside
the Greenhouse. .

reo stolen from her room.

2:08 a.m. The Tan Oak Hall
fire alarm was activated.

An officer responded and de-

11:15 a.m. A vehicle was
booted while parked at the Gist

was damaged by a flying apple.

Hall meters for its owner’s failure to pay more than five parking citations.

4:55 p.m. A wallet was reported stolen from a backpack
in the Library.

11:57 a.m. An ambulance was
dispatched at the report of a
female needing medical assis-

termined the smoke detector

tance in University Center.

7 p.m. San Francisco State
University referred a case for
disciplinary handling of HSU
students by HSU administration.

sisted in the search. The back-

No further information —
be obtained because student judicial matters are confidential.

pack was found intact.

9:14 p.m. A bong was taken
from Redwood/Sunset halls for
destruction.

to the complaint of a female
yelling in the U.C. Quad.
The woman was arrested on
suspicion of public drunkenness. She was transported,

9:39 p.m. Someone was reported causing a disturbance in
the Van Duzer Theatre. An officer contacted the disturber.

SALTY’S

4:55 p.m. A backpack was reported stolen from the Library.
An officer responded and as-

2:26 p.m. A Student Disability
Services van reported striking
a parked vehicle in the Harry
Griffith Hall parking lot.
4:53 p.m. Someone, unaware

of unceasing construction,
reported smoke and a chemical
smell near the Balabanis Quad.

Officers responded and determined the cause of the smell to
be the trucks in the area working on asphalt.
6:38 p.m. Officers responded
when a Canyon Hall fire alarm
was activated.

After checking the building

Wednesday, Nov. 7
1:57 a.m. Officers responded

booked and lodged at Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.
Thursday, Nov. 8
12:40 a.m. Officers found a

man camping

one had forged a permit in the
Creekview lot.

and seeing no signs of fire, officers reset the alarm.
7:10 p.m. Officers took a bi-

cycle, found in the bushes near
Sunset Court, to the station for

safekeeping.
10:33 p.m. A puppy found in
the Jolly Giant Commons was

transported to APD for temporary shelter until the pound
opened in the morning.

in the woods

north of the Wagner Lot.
He was warned of campus

camping regulations and sent

11:24 p.m. Keys were reported
stolen from the Jolly Giant
Commons.

on his way.

other person about camping on .
campus on B Street.
8:30 a.m. A case was initiated
after officers discovered someé
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Friday, Nov. 9
10:18 a.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from the Redwood
Manor area.
Saturday, Nov. 10
12:13 a.m. Less than $250 of
graffiti damage was observed
on the southwest wall of the

L.K.Wood

Boulevard pedes-

12:28 a.m. Officers responded
to APD’s request for backup
with a loud party in Sunnybrae.

Officers arrested a man on
suspicion of public drunkenness and a misdemeanor war“rant.

12:59 a.m. Someone reported
a party in Sunset Hall with a
keg.
é
Officers responded and confiscated the keg.

see UPD, next page
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2:38 a.m. Officers warned an-
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UPD: Broken glass, a lonely sock, handbills, bush dwellers, mouthy drinkers occupy officers
_

© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

5:25 a.m. Officers took a report of braken glass and a sock
found near Sunset Court on the
’ ground.

and RollerBladers on the east
side of the HSU Bookstore.

_ 12:23 p.m. A white Honda

morning (see 1:57 a.m.) was
pleasant enough to encourage
a return trip.

Civic reportedly struck a fence

1:16 p.m. Graffiti was found

while parked in the North Mai

in numerous locations around

Kai Lot. A report was taken for

Center.

the Library and on a Student
Disability Services van. A report and photos were taken.

damage up to $1,000.

1:34 a.m. Officers responded
to the report of a fight near the

Canyon residence halls.
9:24 p.m. Someone reported a

ther action will be taken.

1:36 p.m. Officers confiscated
handbills illegally placed on

;

slashed

tests at the Arcata Community

woman attempting to steal
newspapers from the Library.

cades near Redwood Bowl. .
Officers observed no physical
damage on the scene, so no fur-

4:35 p.m. One of a Toyota

APD was administering free

5 p.m. Someone reporteda

and ran through football barri-

served no criminal activity.

pickup’s tires was

cohol Screening unit.

Officers contacted nine men;
three were issued citations.

|

vehicles.

Sunday, Nov. 11
12:02 a.m. UPD assisted APD
by providing a Preliminary Al-

1:49p.m. Someone reported a
large group of skateboarders

1:58 p.m. Two men were re-

Officers arrested a woman on

portedly drinking and harassing passing pedestrians on the
L.K. Wood Boulevard pedestrian underpass.
E
Officers
checked the area and
contacted one man, but ob-

suspicion of public drunken-

person hiding in the bushes
and following her near the Li-

ness again.

brary basement. Officers responded but were unable to locate any bush dwellers.

visit to Humboldt Correctional
Facility early Wednesday

Apparently her previous

9 pm. Someone complained
about five dogs. and their feces
in and around a vehicle
in the |
Gist Hall staff lot.
Officers responded, but no
violations were observed.
~ compuso
sv Leanne Worran

Canned food anyone?

AS attempts to aid Fortuna food bank
ev James Moncan

together in the wake of a ma-

jor rise in unemployment in the

Copy CHIEF

area. In addition the recent cut

I n The Depot, near where

backs at the Humboldt Creamery, many people in the area

the recycle bins meet the
back of. the burrito line

have been working reduced
hours at the Eel River Sawmill.

at lunch, sat a lonely can of

This month, the mill closes . ,

beef in the bottom of a large
thick-cardboard barrel.
The can is one of a few food
items donated in the last week

for good. And Rhonda Lewis,

to an Associated Students spon-

Fortuna that looks strikingly
similar to the barrel in The

increse in the demand for food
boxes. .
Lewis said the situation. is
bad, and it is getting worse.
“It’s going to be a real bad two

Depot, began Thursday and

years,” she said.” There is a real

ends Friday.
“The Fortuna

need. A lot of people are feeling desperate.”
Lewis said the food bank will
accept food all year long. But
she said she understands that
it is hard for students to contribute.
She said that students can be

executive director at Fortuna
Community Services said that

she has seen nearly a 75 percent

” Services Food Bank is looking
pretty empty, and the holidays

are just around the corner,”
wrote Pat Leahy, Fortuna Com-

‘munity Resource Center coordinator, in a letter to the HSU

clubs office.

.

asa
at a

etl

The original intent of the let-

ter was to get the various clubs
to pitch in to a food drive that
began before Halloween. She
asked that clubs get people to
donate cans to sponsored Hal-

loween parties or charge a can as dues for a club for a week.
She wrote that anything the

university could do would be

appreciated. The food bank
needs food of all sorts — including turkeys. But as always
people should feel free to donate blankets, toys for Christ-

mas and other goods — such as
toiletries.
In a telephone

a great help to the community
though. Just getting the word
out about the needs of the community helps.

.

:

“There is a need,” she said.
“We don’t live in an. isolated

vice president of student affairs, picked up on the idea —
‘making it one of her many
projects. She has also been trying to revamp the AS book exchange Web site, make AS sponsored poetry “slams” a monthly
event and remodel the “ugliest
fountain in the world,” in the
Art Quad.

“She has also been leading a

from Fortuna, Leahy said that

charge to put an organic-pro-

the United Methodist Church
recently had a “Bags, Boxes and

duce salad bar in The Depot.
She said students at HSU are

Hugs” drive. In the drive, the

of their environ-

put together boxes of toiletries
and food bags.

“© ‘Phe community is -pulling

Lore

world.”
At the AS, Gretchen Kinney,

interview

church asked the community to

BACKPACKS
BIKES
BOARDS
-

Community

eS

in

—*:

bank

5 e

by a food

conscious

ment, including their community.

h

:

see AS, next page
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drive unsuccessful so far
AS: ED Food
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
© CONTINU
“Our HSU community is very
community driven and very
conscious of the needs that

“if there is not food

to go around, it’s not
much of a holiday.”

need to be met,” Kinney said.
“There is a dedication to com-

Gretchen Kinney

AS vice president of

munity service and values.”

student affairs

But the barrels — located in

The Depot, the AS office and
the Bookstore — have not collected many donations. But

Kinney said she still hopes that
she will be able to donate three
full barrels on behalf of the stu- dent body.
Kinney said that she had information about the drive included in the HSU Weekly
Bulkmail. She said she understood not every student reads.
the campus bulkmail. She

“It’s time for the holidays,”
Kinney said. “If there is not
food to go around, it’s not much
of a holiday.”
But she said that sis is also

interested in conducting another drive soon. She said that

it would not be until after the
winter, when students return
for the spring semester.

Leahy said that anything the
campus community can do
would be appreciated. She said
the morale of the community
remains high, despite the adversity.
Students can contact Kinney

hoped that instructors would
read it, though, and pass the
message onto the students.
Kinney said members of the
council are announcing the
food drive to students — passing the message on by word of
mouth. But she said it was im-.

at 826-5412. Anyone interested
in contributing to the food
drive after Friday can contact
the Fortuna Community Services Food Bank at 725-1166.

portant that students give what
* they can.
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Anti-war students take action
sy Hearnen

Sunpecad

- philosophy junior; Andy
Lundberg, liberal studies/soLUMBERJACK STAFF
cial advocacy junior; and biology junior Bill Hodges.
ive HSU-selected rep
Topics discussed during the
resentatives joined

about 600 college students this weekend on the UC

Berkeley campus for the West
Coast Conference Against War
and Racism.

Lisa Hand, liberal studies
sophomore, said more than 40

schools were represented at the
conference.
Hand said the conference is
one of the most important ac-

tions people can take against
the war.
One of the firm decisions
stemming from the conference

is the creation of a committee
. to plan for Humanitarian Crisis Action Day, Dec. 8 - 10.

Three points of unity, agreed
upon by California Schools
Against The War, one of the
event’s
sponsors,
(UC
Berkeley’s Stop the War Coalition co-sponsored), were discussed and acted upon. The
first is stopping the war. The
second is to defend the Arab
Americans, Muslim, Middle
Eastern, Central Asian and

conference ranged from militaristic issues to racial profiling
of international students and
how to avoid and stop it.

On the issue of a peaceful
resolution, students’ opinions
range from wanting to find a
different way of solving the
an alternative that was -inevitable.

“I have mixed feelings about
(the war), but also feel that we

Although the students attending the meeting to select
delegate all held an anti-war
stance, motivations for attend-

had to do something to answer
for the (Sept. 11) attacks,” said
Bron Sullivan, psychology jun-

ing the conference ranged.

“I have mixed views of the
current status of the United
States being at war,” said
Brooke Booth, business administration junior. “And I don’t
want our troops to be in danger,

“I wanted to meet more.
people that we can network
with and be involved in the
“movement,” said Aundria Burrows, College of the Redwoods
student.
Hodges said he was inter:
ested in the environmental im-

Daybreak

problem to feeling
that war was

where

HSU

Cafe

fol

ior and Army veteran.
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As part of the conference
itinerary, the delegates held
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“What are we saying if hundreds of people were hurt and
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stand back and do nothing?

workshops on topics decided on
at the meeting.

Something has to be done,” she
said.
Students held one workshop
Others on campus said the
dealing with environmental . U.S. government should look to
other solutions.
concerns and depleting U-238,
“I feel that maybe bombing
which is a natural radioactive
isotope of uranium. U-238 is be- was not the best way to resolve

ing used in ammunition.
The group conducted a second workshop dealing with

|

the issue and that we should

Please

stop before more people die,”
said biology senior Elisa
South Asian communities from
Soltren.
women’s role in the war.
attack, and stop all racist
“It doesn’t appear to me like
According to the California
scapegoating. The third is to .. Schools Against The War, the the government is accomplishdefend civil liberties.
purposes of the conference . ing what they set out to do,” she
The five delegates, chosen at
said.
were to discuss the new antia meeting Nov. 2, traveled to
“T value the freedom in this
war movement, how it can best
Berkeley with a group of stu- be connected to existing movecountry and hope to punish
dents to participate. Saturday
those who try to take that away
ments and directions it may
was designated Education
from
us,”
said
Shannon
take.
Against War and Racism Day
Other reasons stem from the - Carmack, elementary educaand Sunday was Campus Nettion senior.
Sept. 11 attacks, such as civilwork Planning Day.
“However, I’m not sure that
liberty abuses and how that afThe HSU delegates selected
the way we are going about this
fects grass-roots organizing,
were Hand; English senior
is the best long-term solution,”
and for students and others to
Rosalie Roberts;
Kristina
she said.
share knowledge of why the
Connor, women’s studies and
attacks took place.
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The Lanbeniock is looking for a few 06d
journalists.
In addition to writers and ibimabhaee: the following poiitiine

are open. Please call 826-3271 and leave a message for Emi.
- Campus ‘editor — PageMaker knowledge helpful, < familiar with

campus sources

tabs

* Community editor — PageMaker knowledge helpful, be familiar
with community sources
- Photo editor — Must have Photoshop knowledge
- Copy-chief —.Must, have strong sense of ethics, grammar, AP style,::
cor editor Must have discriminating eye; red pens'provided .
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Freshmen class of 2003

HSU admits on-site

sv Anonsw

would be back for this event.
Now that she has been accepted to the university, she
plans to major in journalism

McLaveuntin

LUMBERJACK STAFF
igh school students
from around Cali
fornia and their

families converged on the HSU
campus on Saturday for Fall
Preview Freshman Admissions
Day.
Many students came hoping
for immediate acceptance to
the university.
“I’m excited,” said Dina
Rodriguez,
a senior
at
Huenneme High School in Oxnard. “I wanted to come to see
HSU because the fliers and letters they sent out
visual.

were

more

“ They showed how nice the
campus is, and I saw a picture
of someone holding a surfboard,” she said.
Students attending the preview had a chance to explore
the campus and learn about the
many support services that are
available.
Also, prospective students
met with enrollment officials to
learn whether or not they had
been admitted to the university.
Admitted students were given
certificates of acceptance and
were offered an opportunity to
reserve space in the residence
halls.
“This event is getting a tremendous response,” Rhonda
Geldin, admissions counselor
in the Office of Enrollment.
Management — the depart-

OP
SH
FU
TO
PRODUCTS
ae TOFU PF

ment responsible for organiz-
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“Fresh ¢ Baked « Smoked ° Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TOFU SHOP Specialty Foods. Inc.
100 Ericson Ct. Suite 150, Arcata,CA 95521. Phone/Fax: 207 822-7401

ing the event — said. “We have
over 600 registered applicants,
all high school seniors expecting to enter the fall 2002 semester.”
At 11 a.m., hundreds of stu-

with an emphasis in news editorial.

“I’m thrilled to be accep
Kerhoulas said. “This ae
was my first choice. I’ve wanted
to come here since I was 9. I

have lived a pretty sheltered
life, and when I heard this was
a party school ... I knew I
wanted to come here.”
Heather Selby, a senior at
Redwood High School in Larkspur, had a similar reaction.
“T’m so excited,” Selby said.
“It is such a big stress reliever

to know that in November I’m
accepted to one of the schools
that I applied to. I’m probably

going to come here.” ‘
Ryan Darrow, a senior at
Maria Carrillo High School in
Santa Rosa, said, “It feels great.
It will be nice to get away from
the city life and move to a more
relaxed environment. I’m looking forward to the outdoors and
to doing lots of fishing.”

Darrow said he plans to major in fisheries biology and try
out for the lacrosse team.
“We are very proud of him,”
said Rhonda Darrow, Ryan’s
mom. “He has always wanted to
do this and he can. be home in
an evening’s drive.”
University Enrollment Management reported that freshman enrollment at HSU is down
compared to recent years. However, if the response to this
year’s fall preview event is any
indication, that trend could be
changing.
“I think that this is a very
good sign of continued student
interest (at HSU) as a campus

dents and‘ their parents began
to gather in University Center

of choice,” Susan Bicknell, of
the department of forestry and
chairwoman of the Academic’

and Karshner Lounge in antici-

Senate Executive Committee,

said. “It shows the strength of
our student body. And that’s
.
ings with HSU enrollment staffwhat it takes to support our
ers.
budget.”
The rooms were filled with
Students granted admittance
the sounds of anxious parentto HSU on Saturday did not
child counseling and teenage
have to make a commitment to
- giggled responses.
the university at that time.
The gathering quickly bepation of prescheduled meet-

Welcome HSU students!

invision

optometry

we've got what you're looking for

Dr. Jim Barnes ¢ 851 Bayside Road, Arcata
822-5121 © www.jb20-20.com

Unique eyewear, eye exams & contact lenses
ralph lauren

kenneth cole

united colors of benetton

came a long line that over-

Many

were on campus

ex-

flowed the University Center, - ploring just one of several
schools they had applied to.
stretched the entire length of
‘ “They don’t have to make a
the building outside and spilled
decision now, but we ask them
onto the U.C. Quad.
to turn in an ‘admission deciViola Kerhoulas, a senior at
sion’ form in the spring,”
Victory Christian High School
Geldin said. “Basically, it says,
in Sacramento, said she fell in
‘Yes, I plan to attend HSU,’ or,
love with HSU during a visit to
Humboldt County in June, so
there was no question that she

see Preview, page 12
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minimum

espite
quest
crease
‘chairman of the

the CSU’s pending refor a $270 million in
in state funding, the
board of trustees said

_the chancellor has recently requested
all CSU campuses cut $5 million from
their budgets.
Lawrence Gould Jr., in his second

looking

are

at a

of a 1 percent

decrease ($15 million) in
funding for next year, and

there has been talk of it

being as much as 5 per-

we are
cent. At 5 percent
at ‘layoff.’”
Lawrence Gould Jr.

year as chairman of CSU’s board of

chairman,
CSU board of trustees

trustees, addressed the Academic Senate Executive Committee during his
visit to campus last week.
The committee tabled the majority of
the agenda scheduled for its Nov. 6 meeting to hear comments and open discussion on the pending 2002-2003 budget
and about the developing search to replace HSU president Alistair McCrone.
McCrone is retiring at the end of the
academic year.
Gould told the committee about the
budget recently submitted by CSU
Chancellor Charles B. Reed to the
governor’s office.
“I can tell you that nothing has been
decided on the budget as of yet,” he said.
The requested additional $270 million
would be used partly to pay for a 4 percent increase in compensation for CSU
staff, he said.
But the chancellor’s request for bud-

getary advisory committees to cut 5 percent from budgets is an indication of a
problem, he said.

“Please realize that we are in a diffi-

cult situation right now,” Gould said.
“we are looking at a minimum of a 1
percent decrease ($15 million) in funding for next year, and there has been talk
of it being as much as 5percent. At 5
percent we are at ‘layoff,”” he said.
Gould spoke of possible student-fee
increases and program cuts that could
be used to help offset the budgetary decrease.
But he stressed the importance of
maintaining CSU tradition in the process.
“The board’s approach to financial
planning has been to preserve the three

pillars of the CSU: saneaalaate:
affordability and high quality,” he said.
“Trust that the board is interested in
options that will provide for a partnership budget for the system that seeks to
preserve CSU core values and traditions.”
Gould then addressed the Senate on
the Presidential Search Advisory Board

‘“We

it a very

consider

serious

charge,” he said. “The one thing we look

‘for is to find the best person to come to

this campus. But we need your input to
develop that criteria,”
Ken Fulgam, general faculty repre-.
sentative and professor of natural resources, said he was concerned that the

page
te,
see Senanext

issue.
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Senate: Presidential search
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_ Presidential Search Advisory
Board that visited the HSU

‘No, I do not plan to attend HSU.
There is no financial require-

campus last week was only

here for an 1-1/2 hours.
“They spent more time at the
airport than they did on this

campus,” Fulgam said.

_manner that will generate candidates who
will continue along these lines.”

Gould said that keeping the
selection
process confidential,
to protect prospective candi: dates from reprisals
at home, is — committee must look for a.
very important.
president who is much differ“It’s very difficult to have
ent than those of other CSU
people come all the way to
.
campuses..
Arcata in a timely manner and
“We are a small campus. I
still preserve the confidentialwould hate to lose what it is
ity of candidates.”
that we're doing that is produc“We will be back here, I asing our success,” Paselk said. sure you,” Gould said. “But we
“Our students are statistically
will be conducting ‘airport invery successful nationally, and
terviews’ in the future at a halfI believe we should develop our
way point somewhere — probsearch criteria in a manner
ably San Francisco. It’s just too
that will generate candidates
hard to get that many people in
who will continue along these
(the Eureka/ Arcata Airport) at
lines.”
one time.”
After an 1-1/2 hours of disRichard Paselk, professor of cussion, Gould accepted the
physics and senate committee
senate committee's suggesmember, cautioned Gould that
tions, which included desired
because of HSU’s uniquely retraits of the future president,
mote and isolated location, the
and then briefly outlined the

_

Richard Paselk
: physics professor
presidential search process.
He said the presidential
search advisory board would
revisit the HSU campus again
soon. ,

_

Susan Bicknell, Academic
Senate chairwoman, then
called the committee’s attention to the remaining committee reports. Before Gould’s arrival, the committee had covered 10 minutes’ worth of reports.
The reports were given with
no major announcements, and
the meeting quickly adjourned
shortly before 6 p.m.

ment at that time other than the
registration
fee for orientation
or whatever is required to reserve housing.”
’ Academic departments and
sports teams from the university were invited to send representatives to the event to meet
with and answer questions
from students

interested in

their respective areas.
Mark Larson, mass commu-

nications chairman, said, “Enrollment Management projects
the dominant interest patterns
of the applicants, and then invites those departments to
come to these events.”
Some of the more popular

hejack. ong ° The Lumberjack

spective students have to do
with things such as class size
and how hard it is to get into
the classes they need.

“They want to know if they —
can graduate in four years,”

There is no deadline to submit applications
for acceptance
to HSU for fall 2002. However,
interested students are encouraged to begin the process
sooner than later.

.

:

“We have a ‘rolling deadline,’” said Stacey Marshall,
communications coordinator
for HSU

Admissions.

“You

could apply the first day of
school, but we don’t encourage .
that. You would apply, and then
might have to wait three weeks
to get your transcripts. That
would be a problem.”

departments on campus for in-

For more information about

coming freshman are the de-

applying to HSU for fall 2002,

partments of mass communication, forestry and art.

contact the admissions office at
826-4402 or visit the California

Aside from questions about

State University application
Web
site
at
www.

The next Academic Senate
Executive Committee meeting

- the differences between one

is scheduled for Nov. 27 at 4 p.m.

another’s, Larson said the most

Students can apply to any

in Goodwin Forum.

popular questions
asked by pro-

CSU campus from this Web site.

CSU

campus

program

and

csumentor.edu.
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Students of HSU!
DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MUCH
INPUT YOU COULD HAVE?
THERE
ARE SEVERAL

STUDENT
ALERT!
In’s TIME To Act NOW!
THERE ARE OPEN
POSITIONS ON THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS |

THAT NEED TO BE FILLED!

CAMPUS COMMITTEES
THAT HAVE STUDENT SEATS
AVAILABLE!

_
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS:
LEGISLATIVE VICE PRESIDENT
ELECTIONS COMMISSIONER
COUNCIL POSITIONS:

UNDECLARED REP
INTERDISCIPLINARY REP
GRADUATE REP

STUDENT VOICE IS NEEDED!

_

|

IT IS NOW YOUR TIME TO
GET CRAZY AND MAKE THE
_| CHANGE THAT'S NEEDED!
:2
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Friends of the Dunes is
looking into ways it
can convince more
community members to
head out ‘to the dunes.

Friends of the Dunes Outreach Program .
encourages more people to visit habitat

pxoto sy Amanoa
ALLEN
to the dunes they might as well make
use of them,” said Holly Cann, elementary education senior and volunteer.
“The kids could learn so much through
the hands-on experience here. I know I
learned a lot.”

The Manila Dunes and the Lamphere

sy Amanoa ALLEN

Dunes are rare and diverse habitats,

development and home to
by ched
untou

LUMBERJACK STAFF

many endangered species, such as
Humboldt Bay wallflower and beach

nlightenment through education is the goal for the Friends
of the Dunes Outreach Program. However, a decrease in volunteers, money and visitors has weakened
the program.

Very few people are experiencing the
wonders within the Manila Dunes and
other dune habitats.

“Many people don’t know about the
dunes, and this program is a way to take
them out and show them the beauty and
to educate them to show them what it’s

_layia.
“The more the community

learns

.

However, field trips have decreased

among the schools in the area.

about its environment, the more it cares
about protecting it, and it is able to feel
a greater sense of ‘place,’” Volunteer
Carrie Gergits said. “The more people

“Most of the education occurs outside
of the classroom,” said Guy Kuttner, Pacific Union schoolteacher. “It’s difficult

' the more help we are likely to receive.”

out there and outside of the classroom

The Friends of the Dunes can then
provide more education and community

environment and experience the magic
of the outdoors.”
“The number of visiting students has

there are aware of the dune ecosystem, - to get the teachers to get their students

support.
The program has been educating children for years.

Field trips are taken to study the bay,
all about,” said Spring Garrett, program
director. “So we must show them all the ’. and walks have been taken to show children the rarities of the sand dunes and
aspects of restoration. This program
the
forest.
.
|
will introduce groups to this wonderful
“The elementary schools are so close
coastal habitat.”

slowed down this year,” said volunteer
Keith Morris. “We'd like to get new
schools and new teachers to visit.”

Teachers need to feel more comfort:

able about coming out, Cann said. “We
need to provide opportunities for the

teachers to learn, as well as the stu-

‘ dents,” she said.

“The program needs to find a way to
spark some interest among teachers so
they will bring their students on the
walks,” she said.
The educational Internet site and

teaching manual should be productive,
she said. The most difficult part is getting people aware of these educational
tools.
“Our long-range goal is to produce a
nice easy-to-use educational dune
manual and make it available to the
schools,” Garrett said. “The program
also wants to create a Web site that is .
more colorful and easier to use.”
In a press release, Executive Director
Carol Vander-Meer wrote, “Whether
you contribute your time, your money
or both, your support helps unsure a
lasting legacy of native coastal environ-

ments that are protected, valued and restored through community effort.”

Mushroom fair comes to Eureka
sy Nicore Cassy
>

;

o? COMMUNITY EDITOR .

Looking for some fungi this weekend? Head down

to Redwood Acres Fairgrounds where the Humboldt
Mycological Society will hold its 23rd annual Mushroom Fair on Sunday.
David Largent, scientific adviser to the society and
HSU botany professor, said the fair is a chance to
display myshrooms, help people learn how to iden-

tify fungi and generate money for the Humboldt Bay
7
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Largent said the society was formed in 1975 by
some of his students who had been taking extension
classes in mycology. He said the society is made up
of community members who are interested in mushrooms and other fungi.
“The members come from all professions,” he said.
“We also have many retired people.”
Don Bryant, president of the society, said mycology is a great hobby because it allows people to get
out and learn about the forest.

He said the society is a nonprofit organization

thy.)

page 16
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Chiropractors
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Special
Flowers
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Jumping through hoops

Strings, Accessories
Books, Videos

Parone ~

:

and Sunday at 12th and I streets in Arcata by “Charlie Richards’ Goat.” The circus ended with the group handing out donations it had collected at the event to
the children in attendance.

Focus on political, cultural, and historical dimensions of these two neighboring countries.
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PSCI 371: Struggte for Water-International
Dimensions (2)
A close look at water as 2 source of international conflict and a potential source of co-operation.
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a hoop at the second annual Backyard Circus. The circus was put on Saturday
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PSCI 330: Political Regimes and Political Change (4)
Two separate sections, one on Latin America and one on Africa.
24466
23454

Latin Am.
Africa

TR . 11:00-12:20
MWEF 13:00-13:50

= Travis
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PSCI 371: E-LAW Conference (1)
The Environmental Law Conference in E: mess O
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City Council discusses cappil
Committee on Democracy and Corporations questions Council ounport inf annual report
ay Laan

Woirran

Arcata voters nieee Measure

sion 3 seat on the Humboldt
Bay Harbor, Recreation and
Conservation District board in
the Nov. 6 election, requested—
in a long address to the council
— that a council representative
be present at next week’s North
Coast Railroad Authority’s
meeting in Eureka.
Oringer said he was concerned projects pending the
board’s approval are not in the

F which called for the city to coCAMPUS EDITOR
_ Sponsor townhall meetings to
address the possibility of deho takes citizens’ mocracy
despite large corporasuggestions
to cap
tions’ power and wealth. The
the number of
measure also established the
McDonald’s in their city sericommittee.
ously? Who listens to both
There have been tense relasides, no matter how long as it tions between the committee
takes,
about neighbors’ quarrel
and some council members.
on cutting down trees in a backThe committee wrote in its
of the city
annual report that it had ac- - best interest
yard?
The Arcata City Council met
complished a lot — despite a
Stewart and Councilman
large turnover of members and
Nov. 7 to consider these issues,
Michael Machi said one of
among others on the agenda.
lack of council support.
them would plan to be in attenThe Committee on Democdance at the North Coast RailCouncilman Bob Ornelas
racy and Corporations prothanked the committee for its road Authority’s board of diposed a cap for the number of report but disagreed about the
rectors meeting today at 10 a.m.
“formula” restaurants at 12.
in Eureka City Council Chamlack of council support. He said
bers.
“There are currently nine ‘the council moved “with good
formula
restaurants
in
speed.”
The council additionally
Arcata,” said Nicole Moreno,
Stewart then referred the
passed the motion to send a letco-chairwoman of the commitcommittee recommendation to
ter of support requesting comtee.
the planning commission for a mitment to re-establish rai! serstaff report.
Moreno said the cap’s target
vice in the area.
— formula restaurants — is
nonlocal businesses and corporate chains, like McDonald’s.

The committee was formed
in April
2000 after 58 percentof

In other action, the council

moved on to the topic of rail
service to the North Coast.
Pete Oringer, who was unsuccessful in his bid for the Divi-

commission's approval of-a
tree removal permit.

Jolie Lonner, Arcata resi-

were hazardous.

the commercial harvest of 39

The appeal was denied, 3-1.
Ornelas dissented.
Councilman Jim Test was

trees on neighbor, Craig Scott’s
property, would cause more
sediment in Fickle Hill Creek—
which runs through her prop-

erty.
Bob McMullen, licensed forester and contractor for Scott,
said Mark Andre, deputy director of environmental services,
visited the site with him twice.
Andre is also a licénsed forester.
McMullen said Lonner was
causing Scott a lot of trouble

making his backyard safer because of her personal concerns

of property value and privacy.
Scott accused Lonner of li-

beling him during his turn on
the podium.

After public comment was
In the longest discussion of - closed, Stewart requested staff
the night, which lasted three
reports on the mitigation and
hours, the council heard public
findings.
comments and staff reports on
Andre said impact on Fickle
the appeal of the planning
Hill Creek was examined, but

a

that all but two of the 39 trees

dent, said she was concerned

FEISISISISISIONSIONIONSPITATAAT

OT TD

it wouldn't be affected by the
cut. He agreed with the finding

II

absent; he is visiting his
mother in Pennsylvania.
The council unanimously
passed
an Owner Participation
Agreement with Holly Yashi
Inc.
The agreement commits

$71,000 in city money that will
be met by $2.1 million in private
investments. Sidewalks, curbs,

gutters and driveway improvements will be conducted
around the pending infill development on existing Yashi property on the corner of 8th and L
streets.
Ornelas, who moved to pass
the motion, said, “I'm grateful
to Holly Yashi Inc.for such a
huge investment.”
The next meeting is scheduled for tonight at 7.
The regular meeting, Nov. 21,
was canceled.
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Energy Efficient Laundromat
FREE Transfer Service.

Drop-Off Wash & Fold
Great Staff...Great Hours

EMERALD CITT

OPEN EVERY DAY
On the Hill at 12TH & G
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front-end damage and a missing right-front tire. Police said
they found the suspect walking
away from the incident.
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Robert Barteau Clason was

The Arcata City Council announced an open position on
the Open Space Committee for

a term that expires June 30,

and was
cording
officers
hicle on
Eastern

fleeing the scene, acto police. Responding
found the suspect veSunset Avenue near
Avenue, with major

charged with driving
under the
influence of alcohol and with
the hit-and-run offense.
Police determined that six
parked vehicles were damaged.
Clason was booked into
Humboldt County Correctional
Facility.

derstanding and enjoyment
of fungi. '.
“Like any hobby, it can bea

he said.

sy

|

Bryant said there are about

|

a mushroom
poster display

The fair is from 11.a.m. to 4

p.m. Admission is $2 for

70 people in the society, which adults and $1 for children.

2003. The deadline for applications is 5 p.m. on Nov. 30.
The seven-member committee advises the City Council
and staff on matters involving
open space, participat
andes
develops a detailed open-space

program to implement the

Open Space Element of the
recGeneral Plan, and provides
City
the
to
ommendations
Council for specific actions to
secure open space.
:
The committee meets on the
second Monday of each month
at 6 p.m. Interested parties
should inquire at the city

Arcata City
at ce
manager’s offi
Hall, 736 F St., Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m, to 5 p.m., or

call Steve Tyler at 822-8184 for
more information.

,

on assault charges
A woman was arrested in
Arcata on Saturday on charges

of assault with a deadly
weapon. Her brother was arrested on an unrelated felony
warrant.
According to a press release,
Arcata police received a report
of a disturbance on Bayside
Road at 2:49 a.m. and deter-

mined that a man was struck in
the head several times with an
unknown object.

_ Police investigation led to the
800 block of Crescent Way,
where Amy Mustain reportedly
admitted to hitting the victim
with a hammer. The hammer
was located in a nearby vehicle,
police said.
The
suspect’s
brother,
Michael Mustain, was determined to be a suspect in the incident.
The victim was transported
to Mad River Hospital and was
treated and released.
Both Mustains were booked
and lodged in Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

Drunken driver hits
six cars in Arcata

Arcata police responded to a
hit-and-run collision report on
Jay Street on Nov. 7 at 9:52 p.m.
and made a drunken-driving
—
arrest.
The reporting party said the

| Question: What do you have to say about all the oppression, wars, inquisitions, hatred, and
violence done through the centuries to people and nations and minorities in the name of
|
;
Christianity?
Answer: History is assuredly littered with horrible atrocities committed by people against other people. And sadly, many
of these atrocities have been committed by people who profess to be Christian, The real problem, however, is not Christianity, but SIN. Every person and people group on this planet has its share of guilt for sins of omission and commission. It
is SIN that causes one race to thinks itself superior to others; it is SIN that produces lust in our hearts, that motivates us to
use people for our own gratification. It’s SIN that produces greed and selfishness, that causes us to lust for power so we
can dominate others.and force our views on them or abuse them. Not all who profess Christianity are earnest Christians.
And none of us who is earnest is without sin. But those of us who have come to know Jesus Christ and take seriously His
| call to serve Him are not proud of the evil that has been done in His name. As a matter of fact, we are deeply ashamed, and

we certainly have a lot of repenting to do.
A couple of years ago, | participated in a forum on the HSU campus called “Christianity and Homosexuality: Different

Points of View.” | began my presentation with this: “The first thing | want to say is how sorry | am for the hatred and
violence that some Christians have demonstrated toward those in the homosexual community. We have not represented

Jesus Christ well, and | am very sorry. Please forgive us.” Last May, our church hosted the “Many Nations, One Voice”
Celebration where 700 people, perhaps as many as half of whom were Native Americans from numerous tribes, joined in
celebrating our unity in Christ’s love. On the opening night, | and several other Christian pastors and leaders made a
presentation to the Wiyot Tribal Chairperson and Council. We publicly apologized and repented for the horrible massacre

of the Wiyot people that occurred in February, 1860. Although we were not personally responsible for this atrocity, we felt
we should take responsibility in part for the failure of Christian people and churches in our area who did little if anything
to bring the killers to justice. We presented Tribal Chairperson Cheryl Seidner with a check for $1,000, a first-fruits gift
toward partnering with the Wiyots to build a Center of Remembrance on the island near the marina where the massacre
took place. Our church and other churches intend to continue giving substantially, with no strings attached, until the
Center is finished. These are two local examples of something that is happening all over the world now, as Christians are
taking responsibility for our failures in the past, and are trying to rectify them to the degree we can. We are definitely
trying.

To be fair, it has to be pointed out also that often critics of Christianity are guilty of being historically selective. Yes, there

are faults and mistakes we have made. But there are also countless positive examples where Christians have done wonderful things, caring for the least and the last and the lost. Mother Theresa was a Christian, as was Martin Luther King, and
many nameless others who have fed the hungry, clothed the naked, visited those in prison, befriended the friendless,
stood for justice, loved the unlovely. Christians today are among the most generous people on the earth, giving billions of
dollars every year to help those in need, regardless of their nationality, race, or creed. We should all remember, when

digging up history about this group or that, or this event or that, that LOVE, not hate, is the force that binds us together. It
is LOVE that covers a multitude of sins, LOVE that enables us to forgive and be reconciled. God in His love has provided the
remedy for our sin problem. Through Christ's self-giving love and self-sacrificing death on the cross for our sins, we can all
find forgiveness, deliverance, reconciliation, and eternal life. Something to be thankful for. HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
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FIRST BAPTIST

8 a.m. (mild), 9:30 a.m. (medium), 11 a.m.(hat) *
SUNDAY WORSHIP:

COLEG

CHURCH

a.m. Sundays (Judson Hall)
T/BIBLE
STUDY: 9,30
BREAKFAS
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Steve
Underwood
(left), instructor of a wiid-

life fire-use
class and
Mark Neff, a
forestry
graduate
stadent,
examine a
burned prairie
in the Bald
Hills on Oct.
27.
exoro
sy Enric Murnrny

Controlled burns benefit parks
Natural burn bachne! removes exotic species,
controls encroac

ment of unwanted trees

sy Enic Munpny

the Bald Hills a historical and cultural
‘

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The open prairies along Bald Hills
Road, northeast of Orick, have been
blackened by fire this fall.
These fires were not the result of
lightning or an accident. They were set
by Redwood National Park and State
Park employees.
The park’s burn program was established in 1980 to bring fire back as a
natural part of the ecosystem, park interpreter

Jim Wheeler said.

The benefits of fire in the Bald Hills
“It helps remove exotic species like
Scotch broom, and it controls the encroachment of Douglas fir into the prai-

.

The prairies were once larger and
maintained by burning — done by
American Indian tribes. The Yurok,

Tolowa, Chilula and Hupa used the Bald
Hills for a trade route, hunting and for
gathering food and basket materials.

| ingen

eae te pans BasB ls to Ramses

UCAPALUECOE

LUISE CUM
E Ca:

| ‘Comet S tail of dust brings
early momning display a

Douglas fir, grand fir and tan oak to expand into the prairies.

Douglas fir is the main species that

‘2“BY Natnan Ruswron

seeds into the grassland, and burning
the trees while they are small can kill
them. If the trees get too large, hand
crews will girdle them or cut and burn
them, Wheeler said.

"

spectacular meteor shower Friday
. night and early Saturday morning. -

Cea

cialist, said this was a very successful
year for burning.
“We burned about 900 acres, with

The meteor shower is caused by the
Earth passing through the tail of a
comet known as Temple-Tuttle, which
last past by in 1998. Temple-Tuttle has .
a elliptical orbit that brings the comet

good coordination from some outside
resources,” he said.

The park works with fire crews from
the California Department of Forestry,

Bureau of Land Management and U.S.
Forest Service to conduct the burns. A

crew from Lake Mead National Recredod.
ava

HAN brad 3°

o,Bald fills,next page:

Barring any bad weather, North

Coast residents will be treated to a

Leonel Arguello, park vegetation spe-

are many, Wheeler said.

ries,” he said.

landscape.
:
“The area has utilitarian and spiritual values for the American Indian
tribes,” he said.
'
The suppression of fire in the past
allowed the surrounding timberland of

close to Earth every 33 years.

Bopp,
The

:

trail of dust

in 1997.
and

gas

can

fend te mateor ehRMePs yac Hi).

The comet leaves a trail of space
debris as ice is boiled off when the
comet travels close to the sun.

see Leonid, next page
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Bald Hills: Prescribed burning brings fire back as a ‘natural part of ecosystebefore

ieee

ation Area in Nevada helped

Arguello did his college the- for grazing.
“The burning also may resis on the effects of prescribed
burning in the Bald Hills. He - duce the parasites that feed on
said one of his discoveries was the elk,” he said. “It is largely.
that fall burning was much bet- anecdotal evidence at this time,
but the elk in this area appear
ter than spring burning.
“Burning in the spring is a larger and more healthy fhan
detriment to the native vegeta- the other herds.”
‘Underwood said roads and
tion because it burns new
natural features are used to
growth,” he said.
In the fall, the grass is: outed make boundaries for burn

ore
<>

with a lot of the burning this

<n

season, Arguello said. :

The two fall seasons before

en

this one,. the grasslands were
not burned, he said.

a
ed
aes

“In 1999, the Megram Fire
caused such bad air quality
here, we could not burn,” he
said. “In 2000, there was the escaped burn near Los Alamos
that resulted in a moratorium
on burning.” '
Arguello said park officials

the burning benefits elk because it produces fresh areas

includes about 3,000 acres of
prairie.

© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

und for new growth.
Underwood, state parks
‘Ss
senior resource ecologist, said

- more

three to five years. The park

Leonid———

huge amount of work that goes

into a burn plan. A typical burn

plan for the Bald Hills is 41
pages long and covers all issues

with the prescribed fire,
It includes how fire-managecesbe orgamerit resourwill
nized on the burn, pre-burn

cerns are outlined and dis-

25 phone calls have to be made
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‘The meteors, although menacing sounding, are actually

very small grains of sand and

yy TAMA de

dust, that are traveling at
155,000 mph, according to a
NASA Web site.
_ The Leonid meteor shower
gets its name because the

ietioad: atone.

ernment agencies and landowners in the-area.
Arguello said people inter‘ested in the burning should
look at the results.
“In a month and a half, the
prairies will be greening up
again. And in the spring, there
will be a great amount of wildflowers,” he said.
The Bald Hills Road is located one mile above Orick on
Highway 101, and itis 10 miles .
on this road to the largest ste
ries.

Underwood said there is a

considerations, a smoke-management plan, holding and contingency plans, a risk analysis
units. Safety is the most impor- and monitoring plans:
tant issue on the burns. ‘
Underwood said more than
Procedures and safety con-

out, and the burning opens up

aim to burn the prairies every

a burn is conducted
also. They include various gov-

cussed before each burn, he
said.

=A _
aba Sanaa

shower appears to be coming
from the constellation Leo.
Temple-Tuttle comet was

1-Topping
TWO 13 1/2"

named after the comet-hunting

discoverers whofirst identified
it in the early 1700s. Most com-

-

PIZZAS

ets are discovered by amateurs,
said David Kornreich, an as-

| Each loaded with a
i FULL POUND of three
100% real cheeses and
your favorite topping!

tronomy professor.
HSU’s observatory, located

on Fickle Hill, will be open all
night to the public. ’
The greatest frequency of
meteors will be seen just before
sunrise, although nobody
knows for sure how strong a
shower will be, Kornreich said.

,

1 Make them
‘our 16 1/4"
Family Size!

Kornreich predicts that there

will be 1,000 to 10,000 meteors
per hour.

Telescopes will also be available to observe Mars, Saturn, as
well as some nearby galaxies.
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Kornreich suggested people
bring snacks and lawn chairs.
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16 1/4" FAMILY SIZE

_ OUR 13 1/2"

Pratt

" Our Specialty “White Pizzas” made
with our delicious creamy garlic sauce!

Fewer Chait: Classic Italian,
Vegetarian or 99 Garlic

STUPTED PIZZA
Pepperoni, Italian sausage, mushrooms,
black olives, cheese, another layer of
dough, sauce, more cheese, tomatoes,
bell peppers and herb & cheese blend!

Make it our Largest
a3

16 1/4" Family Size!
COUPON

COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/01. Not valid with any
other offers. Please no substitutions.

EXPIRES 12/31/01. Not valid with ny’

other offers. Please no substitutions.

We'll see you there!
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Seal and shark relationships discussed
by U.C. Santa Cruz ecology researcher

High-tech deep diving

' pv Narnan Ruston

patterns accurately.
“Tremendous advances have

SCIENCE EDITOR
Speaking to a standing-room-

only crowd Friday, Burney Le
Boeuf, vice chancellor for research and professor of biology
at UC Santa Cruz, delivered an

insightful lecture on the results -

of his seal and shark research.
Le Boeuf is studying marine

zoological ecology — including
predator-prey relationships
between white sharks and el-

ephant seals, physiological adaptations associated with div-

ing elephant seals, and gray
whale ecology.
Boeuf’s research involves at-

taching electronic-tracking instruments to seals and sharks
to record information about
- their behavior as the animals
leave the coast and head out
into the oceans.
What the animals do when

been made with these instruments,” Le Boeuf said.
Through the useof the track-

ing devices, Le Boeuf was able

spend the majority of their

traveling time under water on
consecutive dives at depths of

800 meters for more than a hour

at a time, with very little sur-

face breathing.
Le Boeuf said seals are more

vulnerable to shark attacks at
the surface, where their silhouette is obvious to lurking
:
sharks.

Le Boeuf described the big
elephant seals as “fat burgers”
for sharks.

. Another interesting finding,

gleaned from his research is
that male and female elephant
seals, usually found along the

they leave near-shore habitats

California coast, spend their
time foraging for food in differ-

has been a mystery to scien-

ent places.

tists.

-_—

to learn that migrating seals

:

The males travel roughly

Now, high-tech satellite“tracking devices allow Le
Boeuf to record the animal’s
migration routes and diving

3,000 milés to the Aluetian Is-

-

lands, while the females spend
their time far out in the deep
open-ocean waters.

The College PrePaid Phone Card: the really coo!
thing about it is—there is no card. It's virtual.
You get it online with

a flat per-minute rate* and no hidden fees. And it's rechargeable
so you'll never need another phone card—ever.
Ordering is easy and it’s instant. Just go to att.com/college/easy

and choose your card denomination. Submit the form to get your
PIN and you're off and dialing.
156

The College PrePaid Phone Card. Get it online.
Keep it in your brain. How easy is that?

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?

Go to our website

—

FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential
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to minority chemists

interests and the manufactured- fertilizer industry.
“We are pleased that the

The American Chemical Society expects to award $850,000

regulations
maintain
California’s lead in protecting

to current and new chemical

our citizens,” said William J.

scholars during the next two semesters.
eF
The American Chemical Society has announced that it has.
begun accepting applications
for its 2002 Scholars Program.
The program supports aca-

Lyons, Jr., department secretary in a press release. “These
new standards ensure that levels of certain heavy metals will
not pose a risk to people
or the
environment in California.”
- The department preformed a
study of manufactured fertiliz-

$800,000 available

demically accomplished Afri-

ers in the 1990s that revealed

can American, Hispanic and
Native American undergradu-

potentially
high levels of heavy
metals. However, by 1999 and
2000, follow-up studies found
almost 100 percent compliance
with the 2002 standards, as fertilizer manufacturers
made adaptations in anticipation of

oe

i

- ate studies in chemistry,
chemical engineering, biochemistry:

eee

A

AG nigg mame

i

and environmental science.
According to the Society’s
report, relatively few minorities major in science-related
disciplines at the college level.
Since the Society bagan the
Scholars Program in 1995, more
than 1,100 students — representing nearly 400 colleges and
universities — have won scholarships.

these regulations.

Steelhead slide-show
scheduled Thursday .
The Natural History Mu-

walk Sunday. The walk starts at

seum features
a slide show and
lecture on steelhead trout on
Thursday. Phillip Barrington,
senior fisheries biologist for
the California Department of
Fish and Game, will discuss
how fish counts are conducted,

10 a.m. on the trail to the Head-

how

waters Forest Reserve. Meet at
the trailhead at the end of Elk
River Road, the first exit south
of Eureka on Highway 101.
For more information, call
822-7190 |
or
visit
www.northcoast.com/~cnps.

gered listings for species are
determined,
and necessary criteria for effective stream resto-

Native-plant walk

vat

es Pid Sot

ated

NON-CORPORATE © NON-CHAIN

Vv
a.
.. Not your average video store

scheduled for Sunday
Join the North Coast Native

Plant Society for a native-plant

Fertilizer standards
become tougher
The California Department
of Food and Agriculture has
announced that effective Jan. 1,

California will have the tough-

Seapets

est fertilizer standards in the
nation.
,
The new standards will es-

Humboldt County’s Best Source of Video
& DVD Rentals for the Serious Film Fan
INTERNATIONAL ¢ BRIT TELLY * FILM NOIR * EURO TRASH ¢ HONG KONG «
RARE IMPORTS ¢ SHAKESPEARE « JAZZ & BLUES » DOCUMENTARY
PERFORMING ARTS * POSTCARDS « FILM MAGAZINES & MORE... WITH THE
HELP OF A FRIENDLY AND KNOWLEDGABLE
STAFF

Get our monthly newsletter and mere at: www.vxilix.com
406 G St., Arcata = 826-1106 © 286 6 8, Oldtown Eureka » 449-2833]

.

tablish allowable levels of
heavy metals permitted for inorganic fertilizer products.

The standards, based on scientific study, follow a process

that included public hearings
and input from environmental

threatened and endan-

ration.
.

iia ates ta teak ned te bos
ages 16 and up. It runs at the
museum, 1315 G St. in Arcata,
from 7 to 8 p.m., and pre-registration is not required. Call
826-4479 for more information.

‘Erupting volcanos’
come

to museum

Children
can learn about volcanoes Saturday at the Natural
History Museum’s “Volatile

Volcanoes” class.
Lava samples from across
the globe will be available to
touch, and children can see the
inside of volcanoes and learn
why they erupt.
They will even make their
own “erupting volcanoes” to
take home.

The event for ages 4 and 5 is
from 10:30 a.m. to noon, and for

ages 6 to 8, from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
The fee is $9 general and $7 for
museum members. Pre-registration is required. Call 8264479 for more information.

RTC moves meetings,
draws crowds
The Redwood Technology
Consortium is moving its
monthly meetings because of
an increase in attendance. It

will now meet at the Humboldt
County Office of Education at
901 Myrtle Ave. in Eureka. The
next meeting is this Wednesday -

at 5:30 p.m. and features presentations on College of the Redwoods’ new rapid prototyping
machine and on manufacturing technology from Redwood
Empire Manufacturing.
All meetings are free and
open to the public. For more
information, visit its Web site,

Upcoming. Lectures
Thursday:
_ Jim goon

collegea
resources

Home Range and
itat Selection
in Box Turtles

4p.m. W@F 258

Monday: Nov. 26
Greg Crawford
Assistant professor,
oceanography
Acoustic Remote

Sensing of the Ocean:
"Seeing’ with Sound

4p. m.. SA 475 :
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Eorror IN CHIEF
The Hum Aid benefit at the

Arcata

Community

Center

could have done great things on
Saturday.
It did raise much-needed do-

nation money and provided
music, children’s activities, and
good food and beverages.

~

But it could have been run
better.
Dozens of Humboldt County
businesses donated goods and
money for the event, musicians
donated talent, and community
members donated money and
time.

Television and radio broadcasters donated air time for
commercials, publications donated ad space — to the tune of

Drummer

Brent

Wiltfong

pounds

out a set with Bludgeon.

$100,000 worth, I hear — and

|

many, me and my KRFH-AM
colleagues included, volunteered our time to help it run.
The event just fell short.
I’m sure those who went to

Area rockers unite

for benefit concert

the 12-hour event early saw a

much different Arcata Community Center than I, who came at
_ about 3:30 p.m.
What I saw when I came was
the children’s craft area and

Four bands perform for disaster relief

play area being dismantled, no
By Marr Crawrono
- SCENE EDITOR
ounding drums, thrashing gui-

_“{ really hope this helps someone in a way that
makes. them feel better.”

and gut-wrenching vocals will

Thor Moreno
Vivid guitarist

Humboldt County's heaviest bands unite

County froni'Des Moines, Iowa. Since the

tars, hard-hitting bass lines

fill Club West on Saturday when four of -

to raise money for the Red Cross Disas- — band’s Northern California debut last
August, the members of Vivid have
ter Relief Fund.
gained popularity among rock fans and
The Hitch, Acts of Aggression, Vivid,
area musicians alike.
and Bludgeon may not seem like likely
Last September, the band won KMUD’s
contenders for such an event, but all four
bands are dedicated to contributing to Battle of the Bands.
“I really hope this helps somebody in
the relief effort of the recent national
a way that makes them feel better,” said
crisis in a positive way.
Thor Moreno, guitarist for the band. “I
“Between the bards, we figured with
hope that somebody gets affected by this
our power to promote and gather crowds,
'

maybe we could do something to round
wp some money,” said Damon Moreno,
drummer for Vivid.
Vivid recently moved to Humboldt

beer or wine in sight, oh-somany police officers
and a nearempty room.
Granted, there was another
Hum Aid event in Loleta, it
‘|; wasn’t a complete flop.
But how do you have a 12-

in a positive way.”

Saturday, Vivid will perform its breed

of heavy-metal instrumental music with
Jamie “Sliver” Lundy, the group's “light-

hour event and only serve beer
. and wine six hours into it?

How do you get people to stay

PROTO BY
'.
Thor Moreno, guitarist for Vivid,
rehearses for his performance at
the benefit concert for the Red
Cross Relief Fund.

-

ing wizard.”
“Being an instrumental band, you have
to add anything you can — visual stimulation as well as the jam,” Sliver said.
Although Humboldt County has witnessed an onslaught of benefits over the
last few weeks, the concert on Saturday

see Benefit, page 24

when most of the music doesn’t

facilitate dancing?
How do you tell who is a volunteer when nobody is wearing
anything discernible from others?
And how do you get people to
come in when a mob of police
is in the parking lot?
You don’t.
In the seven-or-so hours I was

there,.people trickled in and
out. The alcohol service was

see Aid, page 27

_

Humboldt
singers lift

voices in Van
Duzer Theatre
The

Humboldt

Chorale

(right) and the University

—

singers performed Sunday at
the Van Duzer Theatre.
The performances included
compostions created by Dede
Duson, Robert Frost and
Johannes Brahms.
Look out for future chorale

—

events:
Dec. 9: Madrigals at Fulkerton Recital Hall

Dec. 14: Vocal Jazz/Mad

|

River Transit at Van Duzer
Dec.
16: 55th Annual
Christmas concet at Van
Duzer
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» Enjoy a room of yout own

» Pay as.little as $300 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

822-1909

455 Union Street

more than 60 years ago.
Led ay Rafael Lay Jr., Orquesta Aragon was formed in Cuba

Cuban band visits HSU tonight

Orquesta Aragon makes Humbolat County debut at Van Duzer

sy Jonn

Estev

LuMeeRJack STAFF
Wear comfortable shoes
Wednesday to the Van Duzer

Theatre,
Orquesta

as the visiting
Aragon has been

known to have audiences danc-

ing wildly in the aisles to its hot
Cuban beat.
Founded in Cuba more than

60 years ago, the Orquesta
Aragon is best known in the
United States as the ultimate

dancing orchestra during the
“cha-cha-cha”

and

mambo

:

_ crazes of the ’50s.

The group has continued for
several generations, and it is
now under the leadership of

violinist Rafael Lay Jr., whose

father was one of the group’s
founding members.
Orquesta Aragon’s style of

dance.

music.

.is

called

from New York, press agent
‘ “charanga,” which is based on
Leah Grammatica talked about
intense interplay between vioto
lins, flute, piano and various . the band member’s return
US. soil.
percussion instruments.
“They started touring the
The 13-piece group continues
to evolve its sound: from using

rock and the twist in the ’60s,
to now incorporating grooves

based on West African rhythms

into its brand of steamy, infectious Cuban music. They even

have a new song entitled “Cha

Cuba,” which mixes rap with
the cha-cha.
With the United State’s embargo of Cuba, the Orquesta
Aragon has searched out and
found new legions of fans over

the past few decades.
Its international touring during the Cold War years earned
a strong fan base from Japan
and Africa to France and Ger-

states again a couple of years
ago — once they were allowed
back in by the U.S. government,” Grammatica said. “This
is their third time back in the
United States, but their first
time in Arcata.”

She suggested that perhaps
even the federal government is
Orquesta
to
susceptible
Aragon’s romantic slow burners and hot, bubbly dance numbers.
“(The government was) very
happy to allow them back,” she

said. “They played a sold-out
show at Carnegie Hall in New

:

193 2.$¢Q994
4-22
HUGE SELECTION OF DVD!
PERFECT GIFTS: FOR COUPLES!

Gift Certificates
Available!
;

York City for their debut perfor-

many.
In a telephone integview
4
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Cuba:Latin sounds to fill Van Duzer
© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The band’s live performances
have featured timbale solos
from member Inocente Alva_ rez, who has been known to
splinter stick after stick — leaving him to pound away with
only the shoes
off his feet.
The band, while it certainly
- can cook up a ferocious storm,
is best known for its simmering
- and controlled burn— better
Suited for romantic dancing.For the more seductive tunes,
some of the elder members of
the group have been known to
step out and show off their
smooth dance moves for the
audience’s pleasure.

ee

:

Be
Prd

will be unique because all of
_ the bands performing represent

TT)

CCL

“We didn’t know — at that
that Hum Aid was gonna happen,” Damon Moreno said.

eae

O

County’s

time (of initial planning) —

australia's
answer to STOMP!

aan.

Humboldt

hard-rock scene.

TUES
DEC 4 & WED DEC 5

‘Aan

ies.

Partly because of the success
of fellow Cuban musicians The
Buena Vista Social Club —

Orquesta Aragon has experienced a rebirth of sorts..The

band continues to carve its own
path in musical history.
Tickets are $30 general, $25
children and seniors, and $20
HSU students. They are avail-.
able at The Works in Arcata

and Eureka, The Metro CDs

Benefit:Rock out for a good cause

lity

rn

by tony award-winning choreographer michael sm

The album contains some
previously unreleased “historic” pieces.
_ Orquesta Aragon’s original
Cuban RCA Victor hit.recordings — such as “E] Bodeguero”
— sold more than 1 million cop-

raed

© CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 21

STL

aceltic christmas

some thing to help so he decided to do the benefit.
The Hitch got involved
with the benefit after being
approached by some of the
members of Bludgeon at a
Eureka music store.
“It’s a cool lineup,” said
Steve Bohner, drummer for

“We heard (they) were gonna
have local blues bands and

the Hitch. “We’re pretty ex‘cited to be playing with all
those guys.”

other types of bands, so we
said, ‘let do a metal one.””

Formed in 1997, The Hitch
has grown into one of Hum-

Two Street Music, Northnache Magazine, North Pa-

boldt County’s most popular
bands,
“It’s a good cause, and it’s

cific Surf, Pacific Paradise

-bands that you haven’t seen

ern Mountain

Supply, Pa-

(perform) together for a reand KMUD are some of the
ally long time,” Bohner said.
sponsors for the event.
. “We went and got a bunch
“We've never played with
Vivid. It will be killer to jam
of sponsors and tried to get
with AOA again.”
some of the best heavy metal
The band’s hard-rock and
bands around the area to try
burly beards should fit perand. make it as big as possible,” Moreno said. “We’re
fectly with the thundering
sounds of Bludgeon, the
trying to make as big an impact as possible.”
heavy and dynamic grooves .
Much of the preliminary
of Vivid , and the explosive
planning and organization
energy of Acts of Aggresfor the benefit concert came . sion.
about through the members
“I just want everyone to reof Bludgeon and Vivid, who
alize that we’re positive,”

THURS DEC 13
fotos

eileen ivers =
COMING

ee

Orquesta Aragon’s newest

sporuored
by the Cd

PRS

Gaede
MS STD

and Tapes in Arcata, and the
University Ticket Office at the
album “En Route,” was re- . HSU Bookstore.
Doors will open tonight
leased Nov. 13.and recorded live
around 7:30 and the perforat the studios of Havana’s Ramance will start at 8:00
dio Progresso.

ct

david grisman|,
& denny zei

TROT

paiement
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-

practice on the same ranch in

said Justin Wirthman, vocal-

Manila along with Acts of

ist for Acts of Aggression.

Aggression.

Chandler Nelson, the sisi

“We bring positivity with
dark intensity, and I’m down

ist for Bludgeon, said that he
wanted to give blood after the
terrorist attacks on Sept. 11,
but he was not allowed to because he had just gotten a tattoo. He said he wanted to do

to help with a good cause.”
Doors will open at 7 p.m.
and music will start at 8. Organizers for the concert are
asking for $5 donation for
entry into the benefit.

i
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Consider the A ternatives
Tools for Growth and Healing of Body, Mind and Spirit

Books

+ Gifts

® Conscious Living

® Spirituality
@ Health & Weliness

- Cards - Music -Lectures
Mon-Sat: 10 AM- 8 PM

Sun: 11 AM- 4PM

in the Heart ... and Soul ... of Old Town

® Self Help/Psychology
@ Relationships
B intuitive Consultants

@ Lectures & Classes

Sista Monica

@ Complementary &
Alternative Medicine

will perform at Café Tomo on Friday.

Sista Monica brings soul
Gospel singer has performed for Clinton
sv Anos.

tor for Monterey Bay Blues Fes-

Brockett

tival, booked her within
‘months of her first performance.

LUMBERJACK STAFF
laying Friday at Café
Tomo is one of the

hottest contemporary
female blues and gospel singers
on the global music scene today.
Monica Parker, also known to
her

fans

as

Sista

Monica,

started singing when she was 7
years old in Gary, Ind. — where
she was born and raised.
“I like to write and sing songs

that are from my own life and
about life and have meaning,”
Sista Monica said.
In 1992, she began performing at Emi’s

Bar & Grill in

Santa Cruz. She joined the professional blues music

scene

when Lee Durley, talent direc-

In 1993, she shared billing at
the Festival with B.B. King,

Etta James and The Neville

“| like to write and
sing songs that are

from

Loveless Records.

Two years later, her self-titled
CD received the “Bammie” for
“Best Blues Artist in Northern
California” and a nomination
for the “Best Contemporary
Female Blues Artist.”
Sista Monica and her fivepiece band are now considered
favorites of various festivals.
They have performed with Ray

Charles,

Taj

Mahal,

Diane

Reeves, Robert Cray, Gladys

own

and about

life

life.”

Sista Monica

Brothers.

In 1995, her debut CD “Get
Out My Way” was released by

my

_gospel singer

Knight, Lou Rawis and George
Thorogood at blues festivals.
She has also performed with
The Temptations on stage —
she said she danced the moves

and had fun singing “My Girl.”
“That was great,” she said.
“It actually made me go out and

get a camera because there was
no one there that had (a camera) that I knew. And I just
couldn’t let that pass me by.”

11,4 PRAGUE TEES PAI
"eet,

-

300 Second Street
Corner 2nd & D * Eureka

(707) 268-1388

Fol

CELEBRATE THE
CHINESE NEW YEAR

IN CHINA |
¢ 1350
10 days in China
including airfare
_ star
4
hotels
February 11 to 20, 2002
other departures: December 26 & March 15

Chinese New Year - the Spring Festivat:- is a time for
revelry and celebration. Participate in genuine
lantern shows, dragon dances, outdoor bazaars, see

the fabled Chinese firework displays.
Shanghai the most cosmopolitan city in China

Nanjing the capital of thé south

Wuxi with its beautiful Tai Hu Lake
Suzhou the Venice of the East

Hangzhou Marco Polo's agers city

www gaiatravel.com eee
a

445-3475

-

ictreel com

1 888 727-2732

CST 2029863-40
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Los Lobos invade Café Tomo Thursday
The Latin sounds of Los
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Tickets to the concert cost $40. Doors will open at 8 and the show will
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start at 9:30.

Soul: Sista Monica has performed around the world
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
Later, Sista Monica discov-

Switzerland and Belgium.
“When you move from one

you connect with people.”

ered that the lead singer for the

place to another, there’s always

perform at Paramount Studios

Temptations, Theo Peoples, is

the logistics — loading and un-

her cousin.

loading, packing and unpacking,” Sista Monica said. “But
when you get there to perform,

for President Clinton at the
Democratic National Convention.

“It was a year later, and I

hadn’t even talked to him since
then,” Sista Monica said. “I did
not even know
home.”

until I went

“I’m on the road so much, we
just got back from Mexico City,”
Sista Monica said.
Sista Monica was the first
black woman to sing blues at
the Pilsner Blues Festival after
the fall of the Iron Curtain. She
has also traveled widely outside

of the United States — with per-

Ges ee

formances in festivals in Nor-

oO

NEG

Lobos will fill Café Tomo when the East L.A.

way, Holland, Turkey, oe.

it’s wonderful.”
In 1999, Sista Monica was
nominated for “The Best International Female Performer in

the United Kingdom” — sharing the spotlight with Etta
James, Koko Taylor, Irma Thomas and Angela Walker.
“People everywhere are different. In Switzerland, they’re
very stoic. But in Mexico and
Belgium, they’re very passionate and explosive,” Sista

Monica said. “It varies on how

In 2000, she was invited to

Since then, she has put out
three CDs: “People Love The
Blues” (2000), “Gimme That Old
Time Religion” (2001) and

“Sista Monica Live In Europe”
. (2001).
“I’m taking some time to
write, even though I’m on the
road. I’m planning on doing a
Live in Europe video and get-

ting more original music out
there,” Sista Monica said.

The show is Friday at Café
Tomo at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12
in advance and $15 at the door.
ji
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Floyd fans haven't heard of. |

Songs

such

as

“Arnold

Layne” and “See Emily
Play” are welcome surprises.
But the fact remains

that.on the two-disk set,
five songs
are from

“Darkside of the Moon,”
four songs are from “The Wall”
and a number of the tracks are
-, from the lethargic Pink Floyd
— sans Roger Waters.

Believe me when I say the
charm of Pink Floyd is that it
made drug-induced concept albums that bordered on artistic
genius in their complete form.
And most of the albums have
less-known but superior ditties.
Now I suppose if you made

this album with some of the
less-known great Floyd songs
— “Pigs on the Wing,” “Fear
less” or even something from
‘Pink Floyd
“Echoes”

.

the soundtrack to the movie
“More” — you would have that
idiot stoner complaining that

they forgot “Learning to Fly.”
They didn’t forget it by the

I have always had this thing
against “greatest hits” albums.
I don’t know if it’s the idea
that a record company could
tell me which songs are the

greatest from a band that I like,

way, it’s the eighth song on the
second CD. And why should
they? The song says a lot about
the development of Pink Floyd

during the course ofthe 30-plus
years the band has been play-

ing its songs — some brilliant,
or just the fact that they never
seem to choose the right songs. ' some more boring than a Jay
Leno monologue.
But I know I just don’t like
In one of the earlier years, a
them.
song called “Learning to Fly”
And the new album from
Pink Floyd, “Echoes,” isn’t re- . by Pink Floyd might have been

ally any different.
Sure, the boys and girls over

at Capitol managed to get some
songs on the album that some
of the most die-hard of Pink

separated from the music,
except for a TV set that was
almost inaudible. Hardly
anybody danced, the performers ran behind, the po-

lice sat. on their collective

arse and scared people away,
and I was caught in the
middle.
One soul (ahem!) went and
made tags for the volunteers
at the last minute. And made
sure the center’s side door
got locked because it was
next to the room where the
bands were supposed to keep

_ their equipment. And everything else he thought was

just common sense.
If the media entities in
Humboldt County decide to
put on a similar event, they

¢ FRIENDLY STAFF

* GREAT SERVICE

¢ CD REPAIR SERVICE

¢ SPECIAL ORDERS

e ACCESSORIES

* MAIL ORDER
¢ TICKET OUTLET

¢ IMPORTS

METRO
&
TAPES

¢ CUSTOM LISTENING
BAR

858
OPEN

G

EVERY

¢ BUY, SELL, TRADE
USED CDS

BEFORE YOU Buy I!

¢ SELF SERVE
LISTENING STATIONS

THE

¢ BOX SETS

METRO
STREET
DAY:

* ON

FRIDAY

CDS
THE

* MUZE LOOK-UP
COMPUTER

& TAPES
PLAZA
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NIGHTS
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ware ya

adventurous drug world. Insee Reviews, next page

Aid: ‘Jack editor reviews benefit
© Cownmuen FROM PAGE 27

* BEST SELECTION

enticing. Maybe it would be
some surreal venture into an

407.822.7143

1087 H St

need to take a few things
into account:
The longer the event, the

more spread-out the attendance will be. Thus, fewer
volunteers are necessary for
the various shifts.
If someone is coordinating the event, make sure he
or she does the job instead
of fiddling with the broadcast equipment and technical stuff — or have another
person to split the responsibilities. And schedule the
later bands for dancing.
Cops, cops, cops. ... Don’t
have security guards and a
platoon of officers too. One
or two would have been fine

lL, SAVE A PET

CHANGE YOUR

28.59

x. |

sudan saiaicin timiiacaii
change
of a lifetiqne. We'll give you
the best service you've ever had...

With every oil & lube purchased
between now and December 31, 2001,

° 29-minute
oil change

+ While you wait service

Leon's Mufflers will donate $5.00to
Friends For Life Canine Rescue
in your name. Come in today and

* Thorough 38-point inspection
with front-floor
¢ Car clean-up,
vacuum
and exterior
window-wash. .
* Homemade cookies
e

help save a pet's life!
And, there's more. You'll
also save

$5.00 off our normal price!
ay

*For most sedans and light-duty trucks.

ye
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di

for the “crowd.” By the way,

why were the police the only
ones who got paid?

Coupon not transferable—timit one coupon per vehicle. Expires 12/31/01.
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Reviews: Ex-Beatle returns with new solo album
‘ HUNAN °* CANTON *PEKING
|
SZEGHUAN ¢ MANDARIN DIM-SUM

ing to fly. And that is just scraping the
surface of someof the crap that

was deemed the “Best of Pink
Floyd.” I certainly won’t get
into any “highlights” of “The
Division Bell.”

Bottom line, if you have

.
»

never heard of Pink Floyd, you
could buy this CD and not be incredibly disappointed. But
don’t waste your time. If you:
don’t want to go buy “Piper at
the Gates of Dawn”
or
“UmaGuma,” go buy a Roger

. | Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

Waters CD.

At the very least, it might be
somewhat original ... certainly
more original than any “greatest hits” album.
~James Morgan

761 8th St.

On the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders

822-6105
or reservations

PIERCING

~Katie Kovavich

Case in point is the single,
“Let’s Ride.”
“Oh, yeah, baby, behbeh, I
said girl you look real good to
me/I said damn, you look damn

_

good to me ... gonna give you
what you need ... Just like an
O’Jay, I put my game down for

real/So let's ride, let’s ride, let’s
ride...”
I’ve always thought the word
“baby” as a term of endearment was trite, and I still think
so.
“I’m ready now,” is an invita-

- “Driving Rain”

‘tion to his “baby” to be the
dominant one. “I’m ready, you
can mold me like a piece of
clay/You can bend me, shape
me, have it your way ...”
Ooh! An art project! I bet
even the prudish Martha
Stewart would be tempted by
his velvety croon.

This album grooves:
Paul McCartney is on vocals,
guitars and piano with backup
‘from Rusty Anderson, Abe

Laboriel,

And there’s nothing like re- —
laxing after an evening of dancing.

So speaks the deep, basstinted voice of one O’Jay in the
intro to “Come on over to my
house.”
:

fal) WELLSCO
Boo

been better left unsaid.

these lyrics somewhere before,
in a land of sparkling gold
chains and pungent aftershave.

© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
\ stead, it’s about actually learn-

“You know I’ve been trying to
get with you ... I got kinda’ spe-

The O’ Jays
“For the Love ...”

|

cial feelings for you. We need to
get this thing together, so we
can do this, we can do this ...”

(fade into a sultry melody)... “I

TATTOO

The Chef on “South Park”
makes me giggle. So do the

make

O'Jays.

SMOKE
SHOP

Ever-so-popular in the ’70s
soul/R&B circuit, the smooth-

443-8566

talking trio is back to seduce

the same people that listened to
them

in the era of disco and

cocaine. Seeing how I was born
- in 1978, the cheesy romance of
that time seems to have gone

.

_ Fight over my head.
Picture a burning fireplace,
_ afur-skin.rug and a 1998 bottle

of wine. Then think of that
uncomfortable to look at sex
scene in a middle-aged lovin’
film. It might be your parent’s
music, if they’re into easy-listening. But while sight of these
mature, stylin’ men rolling

around Vegas in their souped

LVERY

DAY
PA

spent much too much time on

the dance floor/We

up retro-convertible Cadillac is
interesting to look at, their
sound isn’t anything I'd want in
the background of my “comehither” plans.
Sure, it’s common to use horrible rhyme cliches to catch the
attention of a simple-minded
listener, which could be a good

thing if you're looking to sell
to the masses. Call it déja vu

a but I feel like I’ve heard all
2?

eet

our way

should

to the door/

aren’t you tired of this bumpin’
and grinding?/Put your arms
around me, hold me tight with
nothing in the way/I wanna’
get to know your body baby, let

me love you to the break of
day.”

Wait — didn’t he just say he
was tired of bumpin’ and grinding? Isn’t that what getting to
know a body entails? I suppose
it’s nothing a little Viagra won’t

cure.

:

“Latin Lover” has some decent flamenco guitar work, al-

lowing a much needed break
fram the rest of the album’s
washed out electro-keyboard
rhythms. “Today, I met a Spanish rose/A senorita oh-so-co
(?)/She was really beautiful/

Seduced me with the oh-mo-fo

(huh?)/She woved
me with the
hot tempo...”
And there’s a hidden track!
It’s a remix of Latin Lady!

Like many other artists, the
first wave of their music is usually the best. Maybe the resurrection of the O’Jays high-

ary

“ahhhhhs” would’ve
;

it

Gabe

Dixon

David Kahne.
I like the music.

and

It varies

from track to track. It is a good

mix of mellow tunes and rock’ ing rhythms.
But the lyrics? They sound as
if they are some kind “ inside
joke.
Paul starts to say seealllci

about love — nearly all the
songs are about love — but I
think he needs to take a lesson
in writing. The first verses of
his songs are not bad, but he
never really finishes his
thought.
There are, of course, some

songs that pull it off. But the
majority of them do not.
As I said, the music is good.
His voice sounds the same
pretty much as it did when he
was with The Beatles:

For some reason, he has lost
what he had in songwriting
when. he was with John
Lennon.
:
If you could fade the vocal
tracks out, this album would be

great.
It is not that the tracks them-

selves are bad, just the lyrics.

The lyrics take away from the
music.
Maybe Paul should start
writing instrumental pieces.

He is getting old. It is time fora
change in style.
~ Emi Austin

CD

Review

Scale

killer

rockin’ of
all right ye 4
crap

this scale
was
wintery Beer
highly
Hi Fic
vesearch
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‘Bring it on!
will

welcome

all

HSU’s goals begin with a pairof re-

who quickly
11
players
from
last . turning sophomores’
opponents in
of
gained thé attention
, year’s squad, which posted a
;
20-8 record — advancing the program to' their freshman seasons.
selection
Fred Hooks, an all-region
the NCAA Division II West Region tourwas also honored as PacWest
who
ent
nam
for the first time in 11 years.
Freshman of the Year, and Austin
And following a record-setting year
Nichols — picked to the Division II Bulthat featured seven freshmen, the even
letin all-freshman team —come in with
bigger and better Lumberjacks hope to
a year of seasoning that should serve
further ambitions in 2001 — 02.
them well in the Great Northwest Ath“Like the players, I share high expecletic Conference.
tations for this year,” coach Tom Wood
Hooks, a 6-foot-5-inch forward, led the
said. “We're taking the stance of emPacWest in rebounding with 9.3 boards
bracing the challenge. Everybody’s atper game last year. He also scored 16.4
titude seems to be, ‘bring it on.’”
_ “They realize they did well last year points per game, including 33 in HSU’s
as such a young team, but they’ve re-

mained hungry,” he said. “That’s verified in the summer and fall work they’ve

put in, both in the gym and weight room.
And if we ever look too confident, we
remind ourselves of what we didn’t accomplish last year.”

first round regional loss to Cal State
Bakersfield.
One of the most athletic players on

the team, Nichols was HSU’s scoring

leader with an average of 17.1 points per
game in 2000 - 01. He also averaged 6.8
rebounds per game, earning first-team

i

SU

i

HSU. Basketball is backin the
house for a brand new season
sv

all-league honors.
“He’s one of our best shooters, and

can play everything from power for(he)

to guard,” Wood said. “Austin also
ward
has the ability to slash and take it to the
hole, which makes him very difficult to
Another scoring threat for the Lumberjacks is the team’s only senior, Issac
Gildea, who set the HSU single season

record with 96 three-pointers last year.
Gildea averaged 16.4 points per game,
converting41 percent of his chances
from beyond the arc.
“I believe he’ll have that senior sea-

Kavos

stronger and he has that resolve to make
himself a better player — a more com-

plete player.”

It’s anew season and a whole new look

for HSU women’s basketball team. The

coach
and a headrs
loss of four starte
from last year’s squad has greatly
changed the face of the ‘Jacks. But with
seven réturners and a strong group of
newcomers, the team feels optimistic.
“We are filling a lot of holes,” coach
Carol Harrison said. “The good news is

that we have people stepping in to fill
those holes.”

Returning to the ‘Jacks backcourt are

son and make it his best year ever,”

Wood said. “Issac ems
PETROS
ee
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esate

‘oeee.
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Chie Archer
his ups at the Chico Hops Ultimate Gathering on Oct. 20 - 21 as
Grant Alban (ce
in dark clothes) watches. HSU lost to Stanford in the finals at
Chico, but defeated them in the semi-finals at the Santa Crux tournament on Nov. 14.

‘The sleeping giant awakens
‘Mental cleats’ dig deep for HSU Ultimate Frisbee victory in
Santa Cruz Fall Tournament on Saturday and Sunday

Friday, og 7°Pb

LUMBERJACK STAFF.

ioe.

Through gusting wind, con-

stant rain and piercing cold,
HSU's men’s Ultimate Frisbee

Pounders
Hall Green & Gold Room
$7 at door, $5 ee

444-2288

aS

team persevered to win the
Santa Cruz Fall Tournament
last weekend. The win brings

HSU’s record for the last three
~_—_e

tournament games to 20-3.
HSU, University of Oregon,
Stanford, Berkeley, U.C. Santa
-Barbara

KORA

istlil

DYNCUNT

JC

Vibe

CRITE

BR

Iribe

and

several

other

teams. split into two equal
teams for the tournament.
“The idea is to get all the
players
a lot of play time and
get them ready for the spring
. Season,” Tom Perry, team captain and leader of the Y squad
said. “It was a great tournament for the first year players
— they stepped up and showed
a lot of improvement from the
beginning of the semester.”
Despite playing well, Perry’s
team went 2-2 and lost to a
tough Berkeley X team in the

Mention

off

any

thie

ad

appetizers

ice

re <a wuirect

COVER,.

it to nationals.
In the semifinals, the HSU X

team took the opportunity to
avenge a loss to Stanford in the
finals of the Chico tournament
three weeks ago. Stanford took
two squads to Santa Cruz, but

“Leif moves pretty fast,”
teammate Grant Alban said.
“If you don’t stop and look
around once in a while, you

might miss him.”
HSU opened up an 8-4 lead at

this, its Y squad, was by far the
stronger of the two.
HSU won the game 15-12 with

halftime, but with fatigue
mounting as the sun was setting over Monterey Bay below,
UW tied the game at 10-10.

aggressive defense and an art-

HSU made a final push and

quarter finals.

ful manipulation of Stanford’s
zone defense by handlers Greg

seized the win 14-12 in a game
time capped because of night-

The X team, led by co-captain
Greg Bender, did not relent to
any opponent, even though facing tough competition and

Bender and Jon Stillman.
HSU’s best defense came out
in the finals against a unified
University of Washington

fall.

three very close games.

team.

Ultimate being the sleeping gi-

“Humboldt had played for six
hours on Saturday and had
been playing since 10 Sunday

ant.”
“The giant has awoken,” he
said.

“The rain was pouring — we

netcsts. SLLSUONS
SARL Fan

morning
when the finals match
got under way at close to 4 in |
the afternoon. We had 10 min- |
cleats and stuck it out .”
utes to prepare for UW after
the
“Basically, we are fucking
exhausting.
game
with
warriors out there,” said SpenStanford,” Bender said.
cer Watkins, the X team’s deep
Bender said he was proud of
. his team for playing hard
threat.
through the rain, wind and
In the quarterfinals Sunday
cold.
morning, the HSU X team deThe tension was high befeated the Santa Barbara Y
tween the two teams in the beteam, 15-5.
ginning of the game. Erik
The Santa Barbara squad,
Notorious for its incessant and
Waage and Leif Ayres fired up
the defense, leaving their feet
offensive sideline chatter,
promised HSU a rematch at Naand knocking the disc out of
tionals next semester; assumthe air with increasing regularing Santa Barbara even makes
ity as the game progressed.

were soaked and cold — we had
11 guys and were facing teams
eae

“I think a message was sent,”

Perry said. “I’ve heard a lot of
talk in the past about Humboldt

an

Ath Seas Collectible Card
C:
Tournament

with 20 and more — we were fatigued and sore,” Bender said.
“We strapped on the mental

sy Conistornan
Coox

a

em

AAs

Motocross
sy

MacArtnurn

track discussed

Lunpaen

LUMBERJACK STAFF
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meng

pe

more than 50 potential sites
have been studied for a possible
motocross track location, ac-

otocross enthusiasts are looking
cording to a study releasedby
'
for a way to bring . the planning division. —
their sport to Humboldt
Some of the factors that were
County, but they are encounter- taken into consideration when
inspecting a site included enviing difficulties figuring out exactly how to do it.
ronmental impacts, noise levels, suitability of the ground
On Nov. 5, about 50 enthusiasts of the sport attended a for motorcycle racing and
meeting in the conference room
sources for water.
“What we were really hoping
at the Woodley Island Marina,
in Eureka, to discuss ideas on
to do was to find a site that
would meet everybody’s agenhow to put a motocross track in
das for a place to have recrethe county. ational riding, competitive
Many of them expressed
frustration that so much diffiriding, and (one that) could fit
within the environmental, zonculty was being encountered in
ing and other constraints,” said
doing so.
In motocross, motorcycle rid- Steve McHaney, supervising
ers race each other across dirt planner in the planning divitracks, which are often hilly
sion.
“Not surprisingly, but I think
and rugged — requiring about
unfortunately, we did not find
“a minimum of 15 acres” for a
a perfect silver-bullet site,” he
decent track, said Kirk Girard,
director of planning
and develsaid.
The type of resistance the
opment for Humboldt County’s
'
proposed
track meets from
planning division.
people depends oh which site is
During the past five years,

www.thejeck.org ° The Lumberjeck

Monday

|

“Motorcycles do have effects

on the environment,” Girard
-said.
How great the environmental
effects are, Girard said, is also

dependent upon where the
track would be located and
what types of ecosystems surround it.
Out of 50 potential sites, the
organizers
of the meetingsaid

meet the concerns of everyone
involved, but that none of them
are perfect.
They
are

located

in

Pacific log deck.

The group also needs to determine who will pay for the
track. And again, it will depend
on where it will be located and
how it will be run.
“Ideally, you want to have a
track that offends the least

Although they haven’t found

Some sites are considered
too
close to homes, and residents

asts who attended the meeting
that night said they will keep
looking until they do.

noise

e CYCLING BOOTIES
¢ RAINWEAR
¢ FENDERS
¢ BIKE LIGHTS |
¢ REFLECTORS
¢ REFLECTIVE WEAR!

Phillipsville, Wiregrass Ridge,
Dyervile and an old Louisiana

it yet, the motocross enthusi-

about

—

they had selected four that best

said.

problems.

Sasa

rounding environment.

efforts to construct a track for

are concerned

a

track will have on the sur-

under consideration, Girard - amount of people,” Girard said.

“one kind of problem or another,” depending on the loca-

OT

worry about. what effects the

‘Girard has been coordinating
motocross riders to race on.
He said he has encountered

—

Tired
and

Other potential sites may
draw resistance from environ‘mental
or political groups, who

AW wath
Yen gpin ne
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HIKE, BIKE, PADDLE & CLIMB

650 10th Street, Arcata, 822-4673

Basketball© ConTinuED
FROM PAGE 29
juniors Haley Anderson and

Celeste Dodge — both will see
time at the point guard position.
Redshirt
freshman
Kristin Earhart will also be ro-

tated into the point.
“She is very competitive and
physically tough,” Harrison

said.
Rounding out the point is
junior transfer Sarah Thomas.

“Sarah really understands
the game and delivers the ball
well,” she said.
“We’re running an offense
that is different from before,”
Harrison said. “We’re not rely-

ing on just one person, but the
team as a whole. We want to

push the ball and take it to the
rack.”
~
Jackie Kolesar, a two guard
from Lancaster, and Nicole
Lynch, a center from Danville,
are two freshmen expected to
make a strong contribution
right away. Meanwhile, freshman Kristin Nadas will be a
force inside.
“Put her on the box and she
will score,” Harrison said.
Lynch and Nadas, both more

puoro sy Kevin Bat
from MonMark White, sophomore
guard, is a transfer
tana State in Bozeman. He shot 50 for 131 ast year,
giving him a .382 field-goal
average.

than 6-feet tall, will combine to
provide a strong inside presence.
Defensively, the Lumberjacks

lowing Pam Martin’s decision
to step down because of medi-

sophomore Peni Vaefaga to

cal issues.
While there have been a number of changes within the team,
its overall goals remain the

lead the way with her intense

same.

play.

“We stress valuing the ball
and smart shot selection,”
Harrison said. “I really think
we will surprise people this
year.”

will be looking to returning

“Peni is the heart and soul of
.
our defense,” Harrison said.
year
Harrison, in her 14th
with the program, steps up into
the head coach position on an
interim basis this year — fol-

~Compiceo sy James Mornaan

Effortiess to handle and easy to control, the Buell? Blast™
is everything
you need to experience the rush of riding. You get responsive’

handling. 492cc
of power. And cutting-edge
styling. All for just $4,395.°
Buell Blast. Get On. Get Off.”
a

Differert

in every sense’

Cd REDWOOD HARLEY-DAVIDSON BUELL 2%,
CORNER
OF 4th & Aon 101 S.
EUREKA

(707) 444-0111
wwrw.redwoodhariey.com

CA models $4,495. Prices listed are the Manutacturer's Suggested Retail Price exciuding taxes, title and licensing.
registration and dealer set-up.

Dealer prices may vary and are subject to change.

©2001 Buell Motorcycle Company, a Harley-Davidson
Company
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HSU quarterback Jacob Kadle prepares to let loose a pass in Saturday’s game
against Western Washington University. Kadie surpassed the all-time completion

mark for HSU quarterbacks, completing 365 passes in two years.

Jacks end season
with a 24-22 victory
sy Pieter Koninx
SPORTS EDITOR

The astroturf in the Redwood
a4
*e
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Inviting all seekers ...

i : Open and affirming of everyone.

Calling Women and Men on any spiritual path or
have hungry hearts and inquiring, minds

tojoinusfor KOINONIA
We meet at 2033 Ernest Way Thursday
6 p.m. For
ee
nmane daanights at dabare.
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Bowl was put to some good use
Saturday as the Lumberjacks
claimed a 24-22 win over Western Oregon-in the season finale.

Jacob Kadle gave fans something to remember. him by
when he ended his HSU career
with 34 completions out of 56
pass attempts for 280 yards and
two touchdowns in the game.
The senior from Arcata
added another passing record
to his impressive HSU totals
when he-connected with Dustin
Creager in the first half for his

i

ARTWCENTER
211 GST.-OLD TOWN EUREKA : 443-7017

Walters

recovered

David

Swopes’ fumble, and the second
was aborted wheri Siosifa Latu
. intercepted a Denny Bies pass
- with just more than six minutes remaining.

minute left to play, but, after a

Keippela’s 50-yard field goal,

pair of completions, Bies misfired on his final three to turn

which opened the second-half
scoring.
Western Oregon ended its

the ball over on downs.

“We finally played a full game

season with a 4-5 overall record

on defense, something we’ve

and a 1-2 Great Northwest Ath-

been tryingto do all year,” HSU

letic Conference mark. HSU,

Defensive Coordinator Reggie

which rallied to defeat WOU 3431 in a nonleague game on Oct.

“Our seniors really stepped up

13, ended at 4-7 and 1-2.
The ’Jacks ended the season
with a 4-7 overall record and 1-

HSU built a 21-6 lead early
by using a selective rushing
game and plenty of passing.
Kadle’s primary target was

“It’s great to end the season
Doug Adkins said in a press
release, “Obviously, I’m happy
for ... Kadle. He had another
outstanding game.”
It took a superlative defen-

and played well.”

2 in the GNAC.
The win comes on the heels
of HSU Athletics Director Mike

redshirt freshman wide receiver Dustin Creager, who by
halftime had scored a touch-

Swan’s

down and tied the HSU single-

among four HSU players earning first team selection to the
GNAC football all-star team.
Also earning‘selection by
vote of the conference coaches
offense was HSU offensive lineman Jacob Saltzman and defensive lineman Adam Angeli.

season record for catches..
Creager ended the day with
11 total catches and finished the

sive effort in key situations for -

season with 78 to surpass the

Kadle and the ‘Jacks to prevail,

previous record of 75, achieved
by Eddie Pate in 1982.
Western Oregon came back

including two interceptions
anda pair of fumble recoveries.

Taroli acquired 100 yards on
21 carries, including a one-yard |
touchdown run that pulled the
Wolves within two with 11 minutes remaining.

Another highlight for Western Oregon was Andrew

‘He finished his career with
365 completions — in only two
record held by Rodney Dorsett.

in the second half on the
strength of its running game,
led by Swopes and Jason Taroli.
Swopes finished with 76
yards on 15 carries.

. Western’s final opportunity
began with just more than a

Bolton said in a press release.

on a positive note,” HSU coach

“,, STOREWIDE
Nf §=—_ INCLUDES
Wi, = FRAMING!

victory in the fourth quarter,
but the first ended when Chris

eighth completion of the game,
putting him first on the all-time
passing list.

years — eclipsing the previous
re

Western Oregon had three of
opportunities to rally for the

announcement

impending resignation.
Kadle and Creager

of his

were

Pita, gees

Kadle throws his way to another passing record

eitiinas weaieen iti
Le

S

Teen

COREB
Volleyball

Nov. 14, 2001

Jacob

Date

Kadile

Opponent

Score

24-30, 17-30, 21-30

| Oct. 13

at W. Washington

0-3L

20-30, 21-30, 29-31

Oct.18

at. Oregon Tech

3-1W

18-30,31-29,30-28,30-22

5-16

1-10°

Oct.20
Oct..26
Oct.27
Nov. 1
Nov. 3
Nov.8

at Western Oregon
at Alaska Anchorage
at Alaska Fairbanks
Saint Martin's
Central Washington
at Seattle University

3-2W
0-3L
0-3L
- 0-3L
0-3L
1-3L

26-30,30-27,22-30,30-21,15-7
22-30,14-30,22-30
°24-30,22-30,27-30
23-30,21-30,35-37
28-30,29-31,25-30
34-32,25-30,28-30,20-30

6-16
6-17
6-18
6-19
6-20
6-21

2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15

Nov.10

at NorthwestNazarene

1-3L

6-22

2-16

years — eclipsing the previous record held

Oct..13

by Rodney Dorsett.

Oct. 20

|
.
:

players, was named to the GNAC football

at
at

Oct.27

at
Nov.3
Nov. 10
enemies
Cross

—

Overalt Conf

0-3L

_ Date
Sept. 29
Oct. 6

single-season passing yardage (3,193) and
pass completions (247).
Kadle, along with three other HSU football

Score-by-game |

at Seattle Pacific

Jacob Kadle gave fans something to
remember him by when he ended his HSU
career with 365 completions — in only two

Kadle achieved six HSU records, including

Results

Oct.12

Football

4-15
|

"

Results

DATE

Soccer

§

Wrap-up

Team Standing (win-loss-tie)
Overall: 8-11-2 Conf: 2-3-0 Home: 5-4-0 Away: 3-6-2 Neut: 0-1-0
Players

gms

scale cones
For complete and
up-to-date scores,
schedules and

Score
14-56 L
31-28 W

Overall Conf
1-4-0 0-0-0
2-4-0 0-0-0

W. Oregon

34-31 W

3-4-0

0-0-0

W. Washington

7-444

3-5-0

0-1-0

.hsujacks.com

CentralWashington

21-40 L

3-6-0

0-2-0

.hsujacks.com

Simon Fraser
Western Oregon

34-37 L
24-22 W

3-7-0
4-7-0

0-2-0
1-2-0

Country

stats, check out

The Official
Online Home of
HSU ATHLETICS
www.hsujacks.com

Schedule

ols asst
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sht

sht%

LOCATION

OPPONENT

Nov. 18 NCAA Championship
|

Basketball

2001-2002 Schedule
DATE

LOCATION

OPPONENT

Nov. 16-17, CS Stanislaus Tournament, Turlock

Eduardo Serrano

20

11

3

25

65 .169

William Borg

18

6

3

15

32

.188

Derek Dixon

oo

S$

2

62m

w@

oe ; aia

gms

ga

avg

Goalie

Colin Garon

11

sav

pet

ec

w

it

14 1.94 23.622 141

i

Women’s

Wrap-up

Soccer

Team Standing (win-loss-tie)
Overall: 9-10-1 Conf: 5-6-1 Home: 2-5-1 Away: 6-5-0 Neut: 1-0-0

Top Players
Jenna Hunter ©

gms
20

Gabby Ahmadia

20

Meira Dinsmore

17

Top Goalie
Meghan Stewart

gols asst pts
10 9 29

sht
41

sht%
.244.

21

40

.200

8.
7

5
3

gms ga avg
16 181.28

17

25

.280

sav pet wit
56 .757 551

DSS

jaska-Ancnorage,

—
Arca

Dec. 17, Simpson College, Arcata

Tournament, Ashland, Ore,
Oregon ern
Dec. 29-30, South

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

aa n’sPe: Baske
| Peet tba
d oF 11

Slippery Rock, Penn.

Nov. 23, Humboldt Classic vs. Southern Oregon, Arcata
Nov. 24, Humboldt Classic vs. Sonoma State, Arcata

Top

= 1-10

Opponent
UC Davis
Azusa Pacific

Women’s

Top

1-9

www.hst jacks com

3

:

416

30-28,33-35,27-30,23-30

all-star team Tuesday

Men’s

~
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of the Week
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5, Western Oregon, Arcata
10, Western Washington, Bellingham, Wash.
12, Seattle Seattle
17, Central Washington, Ellensburg, Wash.
19, Seattle Pacific, Seattle
24, Northwest Nazarene, Arcata
26, Saint Martin's, Arcata
31, Alaska-Anchorage, Anchorage, Alaska
2, Alaska-Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska
9, Western Oregon, Monmouth, Ore.
14, Seattle, Arcata

Feb. 16, Western Washington, Arcata
Feb. 21, Seattle Pacific, Arcata

Feb. 23, Central Washington, Arcata

Feb. 28, Saint Martin's, Lacey, Wash.
March 2, Northwest Nazarene, Nampa, Idaho

2001-2002

Schedule

no ae era amuaiam Rar
Nov. 16-17, Hamilton Tourney, Davis
. Nov. 24, San Francisco State, Arcata
Nov. 27, Southern Oregon, Arcata

Nov. 30, Sonoma Tournament, Rohnert Park
Dec. 1, Sonoma Tournament, Rohnert Park

Dec. 8, Patten College, Arcata
ae

= a

aa

an

eee

Dec. 29, Sonoma State, Arcata
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

5, Western Oregon, Arcata —
10, Alaska-Fairbanks, Arcata
12, Alaska-Anchorage, Arcata
17, Central Washington, Ellensburg, Wash.
19, Saint Martin's, Lacey, Wash.
24, Seattle Pacific, Arcata
26, Western Washington, Arcata
31, Seattle, Arcata
2, Northwest Nazarene, Arcata
9, Western Oregon, Monmouth, Ore.
14, Alaska-Anchorage, Anchorage, Alaska

- Feb. 16, Alaska-Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska

Feb. 21, Saint Martin's, Arcata

Feb. 23, Central Washington, Arcata
Feb. 28, Western Washington, Bellingham, Wash.
March 2, Seattle Pacific, Seattle

|
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thing last week.
We wonder, however, why HSU— the least ethnically
diverse
of all the CSUs — has such a week, but others don’t.
Is it easier to talk about race when the mix is a bit more
homogeneous?
Isit moot
to discuss race if a campus has a better balance of ethnicities?
Do people at other campuses just address issues of race
as they come?
We don’t think so.

Someone will always be the minority, and someone will
always be a victim of bigotry. It will happen more frequently if it is not at the forefront of people’s minds.
;
Some of us are uncomfortable with the generalizations

about “whites” and the acts said “whites” perpetrate.
Most of us have seen racial bigotry as bystanders, as happening to others.
Not many of us can say from personal experience what

' it’s like not to get a job, an education, even a chance in life,
just because of ethnicity or race.
We must rely on others to be honest with us, educate us
and help us pass it on. That’s how we stop racism.

HSU tries to increase the diversity of its students by gearing recruitment toward specific ethnic groups.
Many qualify the discriminatory practice by telling

themselves, “it’s OK because we’re increasing diversity in
our area.”

Trying tocreate a Kiciiiieiniiiel society isn’t something
The Lumberjack’s editorial board is against.
But the fact is many people don’t want to drop their lives
in Southern California or the Bay Area to come to a remote place that rains.

We can scream, “Increase diversity!” at the tops of, our
lungs, but it doesn’t seem to do any good.
Most of us come from outside Humboldt County, from
- Los Angeles, San Diego or the San Francisco Bay Area.

We grew up with people of all walks of. life and didn’t have
a Week of Dialogue on Race to talk about problems we and
others encountered.

It might have been helpful. The concept should start in
elementary school.

So the real question is how to bring this dialogue to other
places, where it seems to be more of an in-your-face issue.
What solutions are there?
Don’t all raise your hands at.once.

* Questions regarding the editorial
contentof The Lumberjack should
be directed
to the editor at (707) 8265922.

¢ The Lumberjack editorials are
’ written based on the majority opin-

ion of the newspaper’s editorial
board.
e Guest columns, cartoons and
opinion articles reflect the opinion
of the writers,

not necessarily

those of The Lumberjack or its
staff.
¢ The Lumberjack welcomes sub:

-

missions

for-guest

guest cartoons.

columns.

or

:

Letters should be no more than 250
words, and guest seas: no more
than 600 words.
e Letters can be mailed, delivered,

or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lum-.
berjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata,
CA 95521
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu.
,
. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must include the writer’s name, city of
residence and phone number. Include major and year in school if a
. -Student
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Letters from the same author will

only be published every 30 days.
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Whatsa matta, Lumberjack? Youse afraid of a little competition?

Bring race discussion to
more diverse places
HSU’s Week of Dialogue on Race concluded this week~end, and many sources said it was a success. We do think it’s great that this community keeps the dialogue going, and many of our staff members hernee some-
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The Nov. 7 editorial left me absolutely outraged

and disgusted,
*

As journalism majors, we have watched the
media become controlled by larger and larger

_ corporate conglomerations that leave little room
for dissenting opinion or an alternative perspective.

In our campus micro-community,
painfully obvious how difficult it is
ism students alone to represent the
campus with The Lumberjack, and

it is already
for journalentire HSU
therefore it

is ridiculous to see you rip apart an alternative
publication, regardless of where it came from
or how it was funded.
:
Please drop your high-and-mighty attitude

and respect the fact that an alternative perspective exists. What makes you so afraid of a little
competition? It should make you better, not bitter.

Memry Hamik
SE

senior

Making broad generalizations about religion is advantageous
This letter is in response to Marin LeBrock’s
tirade against the Christian faith.
I apologize if- LeBrock has been
someone, or something pertaining
tian faith. Christianity is definitely
pressing women, and it certainly
mit
against

genocide
9 million

to form opinions against a group based on the

actions of an individual or a fringe group— for
example, those who kill in the name of God or

offended by
those who judge others. Keep in mind, there is
to the Chrisa
not about op- . word for those people: hypocrites.
However, I will agree with LeBrock’s statedid not comment
__itthat
Americans

.

|

as she suggested.
By the-way, what
historical
event
were you referring

to anyway? Among

tend

.

European women,

°

STRIKE
BACK

other things, true
Christianity
teaches: to love,
honor and respect
women;
to
live
peaceably with others; to love your neighbors as
yourself; and not to judge others. Comparing
Christianity to a racist hate group was a very
poor analogy.

It appears LeBrock has done what some people
do... make broad generalizations about a group
that she knows little, if anything, about. It is advantageous for anyone (myself included) not to
make broad statements about a group he or she
is an authority on it.

to

re-

treat to religion, particularly Chris-:
tianity, when
the chips are

down. Many
Americans
maintain
a
“foul-weather
friend” rela-

tionship with God. Only when times are tough
will they turn to God. If you choose to serve

God, please serve God every day of the year.
In conclusion, I believe we must make a conscious effort to tolerate each other whatever our
race, ethnicity, creed, sexual orientation, etc. It’s
our diversity that makes this place so great.

Spewing hate will only tear us apart.
After all, “United we stand, divided we fall.”

Right?

Otherwise, it will seem like the person received

his or her theology certificate out of a cereal box,

Neil Jones

and your credibility will suffer. It is also not wise

art junior

Accentuate the positive, not the negative aspects of Christianity
Yes, I know that many Christians use their

Iam not a Christian, nor do I have any desire
to be one.
However, when I read Marin LeBrock’s letter

beliefs to justify harming others. I have heard
televangelists blame my homosexual and pagan

in the Oct. 31 edition of The Lumberjack, I felt

friends for the World Trade Center attacks. But

that I must say a few things in defense of the

I also knew a Christian woman back home who
is one of the kindest people I’ve ever come
across. Not only that, I know Christians who
actively promote the rights of gays and lesbians.
Based on these, and many other examples, I
think that it is both erroneous and unfair to
categorize all two billion Christians on this
planet as being totally evil. Yes, many people
have used Christianity to justify horrible
crimes. But let’s not forget the Christians who
have made positive changes to our world.

large number of Christians who are not cruel or
intolerant.
To be sure, Christians have committed many
atrocities. Indeed, the Bible has been used to jus-

tify everything from the Crusades to the slaughter of Native Americans. It is beyond the scope

of this letter to list all the evils that have been
committed in the name of Christianity.

However, Christianity has also been used to
justify the civil rights movement, democracy,

| pacifism, and uncounted charities and aid orga-

{_nizations. It. would certainly be.very difficult to
“argue that Martin Luther King Jr. and Mother

' Teresa were bigots.

tes

CCU

art freshman

Mihi
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CFA has it’s own agenda in mind
As
a
member of
the faculty

at HSU, I
would like
to advise
you
that

not exactly the minimum wage
they would like you to believe.
Ask to see their pay stubs or
tax returns if-they deny this.
You will see I am right.
The worst of the CFA brain-

for taking such a blind, one-

sided view. Any belief I had in
your publication as being fair

stance against merit-based
pay.
Why should teachers not face
the same standards as the rest
of the world? While they teach

You even ran a large edito-

Darwinism, they want protectionism. Merit-based pay encourages better performance

rial telling your readers how
great the CFA is, as if it really
cares about the students. Open
your eyes, students. Study is-

Make no mistake. It is about

and rewards those who teach
well, while those who slack
and are just plain bad teachers

getting paid more for less performance, from a budget that

(we have all had them) are
forced out of the profession to

is already squeezed.

creases. Yet faculty members
average more pay increases

allow better ones to take their
place. What system is truly
better for students?
While there are many fac-

than most any other profes-

ulty members who work hard

sion. It wants more tenure-

and really try to make a difference, there are also a significant amount who do not.
I would like to see some of
these faculty in the real world
working in the private sector.
Many (not all) of these faculty
don’t know what real world
performance is. Ask your
teachers what they do/did in
the private sector and why
they left. Many (not all) have
never had private-sector jobs
but claim to be preparing their
students for them.
Do your own investigation,
students. You will find I am

Column

the CFA

is

using your

publication
to push its own agenda. It is no

better (and perhaps worse as it
lies) than those it claims oppress it.
The CFA says it cares about
students, but that is plain bull.

The CFA wants more pay in-

track faculty, hence more faculty members who can be very

poor teachers and never be
fired while not allowing newer,
fresher teachers to enter the

profession.
Worst of all, it is against any
form of merit-based pay. It lies
and says that is not true, but

look at transcripts, letters and
requests. There is no doubt it

has insisted “no merit-based
pay systems.” The CFA believes bad professors should be
paid the same as good ones and
never be fired.
Has anyone asked what the

washing propaganda is the

issue is — decide for yourselves, and make an educated
decision.
Granted this is difficult
given all the rhetoric, lies and

propaganda the CFA and The
‘Lumberjack have been distributing. As a teacher here at
HSU, I am embarrassed by the
CFA and very disgruntled that

I am forced to pay into its as-

sociation. Merit-based pay is
what builds great systems.
Where would we be without

the free market and competition? Why is the CFA afraid of
competition among teachers,
and why does it feel teachers

aTAG
U WER

responsibility for the teachers.
Thomas Bruner
HSU lecturer
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the ont qesen than h dank to
_was Maya Angelou and it was wonderful. | took a class on the African-American civil rights move- .
ment
and she was a huge part of
that. It was pretty monumental
to see such a powerful
icon.”
—
—

"| was disappointed about the
lack of awareness in the classrooms about it. Very few teachers addressed the week of dialogue at all. | watched things
- happen
in the quad, but
as far

as classroom ‘awareness, ‘t got
very little from it.”ae
Br
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free, public forum."
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Now
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Arcata resident

Shame on The Lumberjack

RASS
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of job security while the rest
of the working world does not?
Demand better performance
from the faculty members.

make from $40,000 to $90,000,

GUIGOSGS

eae

Bobby Pagliuco

around $27,000. Teachers here

RSWouoness

NEEK

ON

should have some special form

teachers work very hard while
others do not, and the CFA
members thinks they deserve
the same pay, benefits and job
security.

but total household income) is

HS

them tell you what the “real”

Don’t let them tell you what to

hold income (not just salary,

FROM

DIALOGUE

really behind them. Don’t let

think, because for the CFA, its
all about more money and less

The average Humboldt house-

4

sues and always ask what is

right. It is not fair that some

faculty members’ salaries are?

oe

and investigative is gone, as

you are as much to blame for
false propaganda as the CFA.
You have chosen not to show
both sides of the issue and focus all your attention on the
CFA agenda.

Guest
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the people that were there.
They seemed to be very politi- cally minded and had provocative poetry. A lot of it had to do
with current events.”
Josh Nowland
wildlife senior
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war is a lot like an asteroid
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I can’t
say this
enough,
but
I
fear the
threat of
nuclear
war
more
than any
other aspect

of

this whole thing.
:

thy why

nt

Zi peiepee

think
had to
about
and

War

II.

then.

But I was taken
aback by my dis-

I

it was that we
read the story
the little girl
the
paper
And

covery

ized humans

they

too

could

just

slip

away

from

the

Earth — boom,
just like that.
And I remember
being taught what to do if a

entire species — dinosaurs or
humans — could die off in one

Like my
parents,
my
grandpa never talked about

fell swoop.
But because they don’t teach

war

by James Morgan

preserve “freedom.”

.,. not to us children. I

think he was proud of the
things he did. Granted, I don’t

sharing its knowledge.
But the government is willing to freak out the country.
The government is willing to
continue bombing during
Ramadan, ensuring backlash.
The government is willing to
keep all of its information
about things it created secret,

rambling is They

I think I was about 12. That’s

they were in England. I doubt

when they begin to teach children the truth about war,
right? My parents never really

he ever worked on the Enola
Gay, but maybe the Memphis
Belle. -I know he liked the
movie.
He certainly never men-

tioned anything to me about
nuclear war, not even while I
was an adult. And of course,

world peace.

believed

WOrld

point.

inches of peace.”

me. I don’t know what the government knows. And in the
wake of recent events — the
anthrax outbreaks, strikes on
Red Cross buildings, question-

able knowledge of other ter-

was

iaden

the

back to my
Nuclear
war scares

news too:

—

“The anthrax may have
come from Iraq, which had
worked to achieve nuclear ca-

nuclear weapons might soon
be used unless we found the

people— if he killed any at all.
He was in the Air Force, an

@bout

sures taken. You hear it in the

But that first night that
Bush made the speech, he al-

possibilities. My parents taughtus joni,
this

seeing “pre-emptive” mea-

pabilities in the early 1990s.”
I knew before now that the

luded to the possibility of the
nuclear strike occurred. Cer- - United States using nuclear
tainly, no one would believe
weapons. And last week, when
the governhe talked
ment did not
about how

But

even the FBI would tell you
that there is no reason to think
the anthrax came from bin
Laden. It suspects an American.)
But I got scared that Bush
was hinting that we might be

even if it threatens the public.
And though these things
bother me, they are not
nuclear war.

think he killed too many
engineer or something. He
worked on the planes while

But despite what some parents
might believe, movies don’t really teach children — parents

-of

Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki. I real-

‘parents
had done to

talked about war.
I mean, we watched movies.

has

rorist attacks — it is clear-the
government has no interest in

ee

within

get

peace

my

parents

talked

about. And it’s just that I can
see this getting a lot worse. But
what do I do? Protest? No. Run
away? There’s nowhere to
hide.

I think I will just hope. And
I will remember that after the

dinosaurs, came the humans

his

hands on.

nuclear
weapons,I

got really scared.
Not that I actually think bin
Laden would launch a nuclear

strike on America. If he could,
no one would be talking about
anthrax right now. (Of course,

... and so on.
James Morgan

is the copy

chief, and though scared of the
situation at hand, he takes so-

lace in that if humans survive
this ordeal, the children might
learn not to fight people because of their religion and that
good things are never “preemptive.”

Give thanks to those who make a difference in your life
you

fier for a future mate.
If I started getting serious
about a man, that was the first
thing out of her mouth, “Does
he know he has to come here

no-

ticed
that
a
piece of
art looks
different

for Thanksgiving?”

. So, for the first time in more

as
you
change

than two years, I have the op-

your dis-

ally go “home” for
a week, although
it is not really
home anymore. I

portunity to actu-

tance
from it?

If life is a painting, but it is
looking like a bunch of
strokes and lines. Take a few

am

After School
Special

San Di-

Phoenix

Maybe next week will be a
good time to do just that.
Permy

break from everything next week, I

decided to take
one last weekend.
Ihadn’t planned

‘more

my friend Lil’ Red,
and her wolf.
The phone rang.
She was thinking
singing a song for
asked if I
could come,
and

PSP

a7

ETF

.

AEP Te

>

have to talk about anything. I

didn’t need to.
After a good night’s rest, I
was able to see the world
again. I was able to smell the

that I needed to go out, building more and more into anxi-

fresh air and the pine needles

ety.

campus. I had found my laugh
again.
“What's the point?” Tego

on

SE

Oars

LESS

VES

=

ina
for no

that had just fallen all over

That’s a start.

Emi Austin is the managing
editor. This After School Special has been brought to you by

the best friend in town, for all
your best friend needs.

ERG
EUS

au
en
and ioudly. Get

here and enjoying life. If you
aren’t enjoying life, laugh
more and start enjoying it.
Literally stop and smell the
roses, or the chocolate chip
cookies.
There are beautiful roses in
front of the Art building.

than I’ve done in months. We

REI

ag pire a.

gin and tonic.
I laughed harder and more

ners and not really get a break

€ oe;

ap-

reason at all,
just toremember why you are

did nothing together. I didn’t

A thought that crossed my

you

while

it. I think that’s

ging on, getting

chip

much

beautiful.
Chocolate chip cookie dough,

she was about any other quailiort:

chocolate

one thing that
made it so rewarding.
Saturday
night was drag-

later and later, with a feeling

and

was

the

than three years

by Emi Austin

stop

nig

and through the woods to visit . asks.

eee

“Literally

cookies.”

mind was going over the river

feas

If you don’t have friends like

The

to more of it with family din-

rey

Red, try to be one. Let someone be with you without gossiping. If you have friends like
Red, let them
know
how

over.

‘more insistent about this than

In fact, it seems

It was Red.
of me and
goldfish. I

smell the roses, or

e anxiety melted

she was

Christmas, but you come here
for Thanksgiving.”

The point is: Take a break.

— “Yes. :

my parent’s house.
It will be a week away from
this beautiful town and all its
stress.
That’s right, stress. We all
have it. Many will be heading

I can still hear her voice: “I
_don’t care where you go for

she

her hunter

ago.
I have actually
been looking forward to going to

mother’s insistence that we all
come “home” for the holiday.

CY ER?

essarily a good thing, and she
won't start in about how I
_ should be going to
~ church.
COLUMN
Just in case I
don’t get a real

ego, and my parents moved
to

steps back and look at the big
picture.
I love Thanksgiving.
haps
it stems
from

from

REGULAR

next week.
This may actually be the
case for me, too, although I can
always hope things will go
smoothly, and I won’t start in
about how the war is not nec-

_*@

@a@e

seer

‘eoesr
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World

technology

changed __ since

boy and learning about the dinosaurs. It really shook something into my mind. I think
that was when I realized an

discovery of World War II.

nuclear war was not the same
thing back then. We’re talking
67 years ago. Think of how

tal peace.
Anyway ... it was
around 12 that I
learned
about

taught us about
Hitler and the great
things our grand-

children about things such as
asteroids and comets that collide with the Earth, I must
have just put the thought out
of my mind. Then came my

PAP

eee

world was within inches of to-

_cranes.

I remember being a young

20

do. My parents taught us about
world peace. They believed
the
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Have a holly, jolly, TRL Christmas?!

THE

DUMBEST THING YOU
DID OR HAVE DONE AS
Wea

tayo LEU ee

all over the world drooling on
of

I remember one evening, my

right

Santa’s magical giving powers.

mom came home after slaving
away all day at work. After

folks.

ers. When are we going to stop

the
year.

the madness? When are we go-

label read “U2: The Joshua

-ing to pull the plug on this Ma-

Tree,” a friend from work gave
it to her for me to have.
I embraced it and listened to

“my

wasting
your
money on
Oe

wanted gifts in.
One of the more recent deposits into my mailbox was
MTV's “TRL Christmas” al-

bum. I guess Santa decided to
come early and give me a lump

of coal for all of the naughty

S

being
in this environment. | met

wokef eect people.”

deeds I have done this semester.
“TRL Christmas” is MTV’s
latest contribution to the stockpile of garbage that will accumulate at malls across America.
this holiday.season.
The album features some of
the network's top money-makincluding
‘ing
machines,
Britney clones Willa Ford amd
Christina Aguilera, boy toys

’NSYNC, “punk rockers” blink182, and my personal favorite
Smash Mouth. :A lineup that

will surely have teeny boopers
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my sugges-

As scene editor for The Lum-

that I have placed so many un-

my experieces, so it wasn’t stub> copide tf feet like 1 learned a lot

Here’s
tion, This
year
instead
of

discarded into the junk drawer

feet like | learned a lot from

chine that continues to produce
these pseudo-musicians that
pollute our record stores and
airwaves?

earned cash on worthless gifts
destined
for some
lucky
person’s junk drawer.

most of the time the CDs are

iain Asuncion
social work senior

Here is my question to you,

time of

though sometimes I am blessed
with a beautiful work of art,

ete ‘Wien | was a fresh what”
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dreaming

greeting me she put a small
plastic tape case in my hand, its

berjack, I am bombarded with
promo CDs from record companies multiple times a week. Al-
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its that

day
season
' —that special time of the year
when you blow all of your hard-

n’t as in“other people and { wase
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fellow music lovers and gift giv-
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pes rant oer out there to meet

dark side.
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A Column by Matt Crawford

Christ-

mas,” a CD that little Johnny
will probably listen to for six
months before throwing it into
the junk bin, buy hima CD with
some musical credibility.
Buy a loved one an album
that changed your life and tell
them why. Sure they might not
like it, oh well, at least you are
giving them something that involves thinking and emotions
instead of a worthless token of
appreciation. You never know,
maybe your gift will change

their life and open their eyes to

a whole new world.
Looking back to the days of

created. And
look how I
turned out —
“scene editor
of Humboldt
County’s finest
college

newspaper (thanks ma).
So now I plead with you. This
-year do something different. If
your little brother thinks he’s

a punk rocker and wants you toget him a blink-182 CD — get
him the CD but spend the extra
$10 and throw in a Black Flag
CD too. —
Introduce
that
special
’NSYNC fan in your life to
Earth, Wind and Fire.
Substitute Smash Mouth
with The Doors. You never
know what fire you will ignite.
So When buying gifts, don’t

jump onto the marketing band-

within the grasp of some of the
same corporate-music pushers

wagon. Use your brain and be
creative — maybe there will be
boy band madan end to all this
ness after all.

mer, Vanilla Ice and (dare I say)

Matt Crawford is the Scene

my youth, I too was locked
that dominate the industry today. I'll admit I liked MC HamNew Kids on the Block. Luckily I had outside influences to

help stray me away from the

editor. He will not be buying
“TRL Christmas”

for any of his

friends or family this year.
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Park Security Journal 11/7/01:
Unfortunately, the suspicious-looking characters

“| got featly drunk at the
beach one night and ran intothe.
:

“ocean beacuse | thought my

drowning. It was re-:
wasend
- fri
ally cold outside.”
- Stacy Blau
sociology

fresh-

like they
for looking
Lew and | busted yesterday
from
o out to be extras
up turned
.t
stuff
ed
blow
want
the "Disney's Aladdin Extravaganza" show. They
were new hires and got lost in the park. Who woulda
thunk a bunch of muscley guys wearing turbans and
carrying scimitars weren't terrorists? Oh well.
Well Lew got pretty upset because he thought he
would finally get his mug on the TV for taking down
some bad guys, so | treated him to an Orange Julius
to make
and a ride on the Speed Demon. | wanted
sure he didn't get all worked up and kill more

innocent people like the last time we spotted some

terrorists. Man, | wish | would've known that computer

engineers from India could look like terrorists. That's

one mistake we'll try not to make again!
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you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumberjack ie not responsible
for the validity of

Fhenw

any offers advertised.

HELP WANTED

‘

course Jan. 9-18 on the HSU

SWEET RECORDING STUDIO: Make
a stunning CD. Everything you need,

- edge needed
to deal with emergencies

in remote settings. Certifications upon
$$ Earn $15 - $125 and more per sur- ' guccessful completion by many government agencies
and outdoor institutions
' veyl www.money4opinions.com
as
advanced
training
for jobs that reARCATA FARMERS
MARKET: continquire
operation
in
wilderness
settings.
GLASS
ARTISTS
wanted
for
video
ues Nov. 17. See you there!
Please call Center Activities for more
project. Promote yourself and your craft.
information at 826-3357.
Just a couple hours of your time. Call
JOIN GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

CIO

Ness

$$ GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
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Nov. 15! Call ACS (707) 443-2241 —free

"survial

kit and info. Quit class also starts
Nov. 15.
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INTERVIEWS!

CA State Board of Equalization will be holding on-campus interviews on December 5th. They

Lh >

have positions open for Business Tax Representative and Auditor.

ee

WANTED: PEACEMAKERS. Join the
Humboldt Peacemakers Association
and work on campus and in the com--

munity to increase communication
and
understanding.
Call Jodi at 839-1055 for
more information.
ARTISTS: Artists’ Guild & Art School,

ROMANCE FOR YOU! 1-900-226-3759
EXT. 8066. $2.99 min: Must be 18 years.

139B Second St., Eureka, is inviting art-

ists to exhibit/sell and/or teach for a
small monthly fee and no added con-

’ signment in a beautiful gallery at Eagle
House. Call 444-9544 between 10:30 —
4:00 or 840-0346 eves and Sundays.

The Institute for Study of Alternative Dispute Resolution is seeking an
intern to participate on research projects, training course coordination
and general office maintenance. Although there are no funds available
for the position, an intern would gain numerous applied skills through
a variety of hands-on opportunities
For

more

information,

contact

ISADR

at

826-4750

isadr@humboidt.edu.
To learn more about the institute, visit our
_ at www.humboldt.edu/~isadr

Students with Business

PO pe

Administration majors are preferred.
Die

VISIT THE CAREER CENTER, NHW 130, FOR MORE
|
INFORMATION ON UPCOMING INTERVIEWS.
cP |

“Some people tap their feet, some
people snap their fingers, and some
people sway back and forth. | just
sorta do ‘em all together, | guess.”

HUMBOLDT STATE UNI-

Lp VERSITY

Career Center
or

eat

130 Nelsen Hall West, 8263341
www.humboldt.edu/~career
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* Electrical Repairs
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* Cooling Systems
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ntive Maintenance & Tune-ups

822-3770 |
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(free inspection & estimate)
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TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, inciuding textbooks, daily from 10 - 6. Cash
or trade credit your choice. Comer of
10th and H: Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

ON-CAMPUS INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE

ployer seeks bachelors and masters degree candidates for Hazardous substance scientists & engineers. Students in the following majors are preferred: Biology, chemistry, Environmental Science,
Geology, Life Science, Physical Science, Physics & Environmental Resources Engineering

Aes
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GIRLS! LIVE! 24 HOURS HOURS A
DAY! Talk one-on-one. Call now 1-900329-9030, ext. 3118. $3.99 min. Must be
18 years. Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

Department of Toxic Substances will be interviewing on campus December Sth and 6th. Em-

“7,
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maica, Bahamas & Florida! Book early

CENTER

ON-CAMPUS

625-0748.

Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

ing campus reps! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endiesssummertours.com
~

_ across from HealthSPORT.

from instruments to an engineer. $20/
hour. Visa OK. Ask about free demo CD.

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun, Ja-

and receive free meal plan. Now hir-

CHRISTMAS CRAFT MARKET Dec. 8
& 9 at the Arcata Community Center,

CAREER

sla NAlGl st

is offering a Wilderness First Re- .

$500 OBO. E-mail
ogb1 @humboldt.edu.
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-8482 ext.59.

ore responding to advertisements
requesting
money to be sent or giving
@ credit card number over the phone,
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Hiring readers of all types. Tarot,
Astrologers, etc. Call 800-

Rat
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home. No fees, immediate income.
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ATT. STUDENTS!
Work from dorm or
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City Club
Meets Thursdays
at 6 p.m. in
e South Campus Lounge.

The Discovery Museum preMeets We
nts “All About Popping in Naturs
mm” from noon to 1 p.m.

pison

The

Event
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Friends of the Arcata Marsh
present the wildlife paintings
of Chris Frolking. Frokling’s;

Bay Mycologi-

is free. For more

n,

:

cal Sc
ents its annus
Mushroé
ir at Redwoc
‘Acres Fa
bunds
in Eurek
The fair wil be from 11 a.
to 4 p.m. Admission is $2

Clark

Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
in the Y.E.S. House.
p.m.

be
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Leadership

The Interpretive Center is
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dishes, cook with biodiesel anc
serve organic vegan food.

‘asy Games
Guild
pets Fridays at 6 p.m. in
ders Hall 177.
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South G Street.

mission is free.

Meets Mondays
at 5:30 p.m. in

Coalition
Meets Tuesdays at 6: 30
in the MultiCult

paintings celebrate the beauty

open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Ad-

;

Corey

adults and $1 for children.

of nature:
The paintings are located at
the Interpretive Center on
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Adventure

Meets Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. .

in Siemens Hall 109.
Youth

The event will be held on the

U.C. Quadfrom1la.m.to2p.m.

Program

Meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in
the Y.E.S. House.

Educational

Services —

mn

niscoval
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Se

to 1 p.m.
Bring
a veggie to pe

Latinos

The Museum is located
and Fstreets
in Old T
reka.

Meets Fridays at 4 p.m. in Siemens Hall 110.

Admission is free.

The Humboldt Ski Club preDrive

Cutten School in Eureka.
:
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$3 for chile

Send. event listings to’
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sents its annual Spaghetti Feed
and Membership
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House 55 (MultiCultural
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ter).

Event

“The Discovery Muse

ats “Make a Turkey, Be
from noon to 1 p.m
mission is free. For more

nformation, call 443-9694.
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Meets Thursdays at ¢

Nelson Hall East 118.
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ni are available out-

side the Lumberjack Advertising Office or at the
Clubs Office on the sec-

ond floor of the University
Center. Deadline for sub-

missions is 4 p.m. the Friday before desired publication.
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Students of HSU!
DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MUCH
INPUT YOu COULD HAVE?
THERE

re
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THAT HAVE STUDENT SEATS
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It’s TIME To Act NOW!
THERE ARE OPEN _
POSITIONS ON THE
_ ASSOCIATED STUDENTS..
THAT NEED TO BE FILLED!

“CAMPUS COMMITTEES.
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ARE SEVERAL

"STUDENT ALERT!
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‘ COUNCIL POSITIONS:
_
UNDECLARED REP
INTERDISCIPLINARY REP
GRADUATE REP

Ir Is Now YOUR TIME TO

_ GET CRAZY AND MAKE THE

CHANGE THATS NEEDED!

4iNB
Sunday- Thursday
noon to 11 em
OPEN

TUBS
Frida
& Saturday
y
noon
to | am

EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
corner 5th & J. Arcata e 822-2228 reservations
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